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Abstract 
In this paper, I move beyond the conventional ‘state vs. market’ doctrine in explaining China’s 
economic development success since 1978. I start off by outlining mainstream views of the two most 
prominent schools of thought, namely the institutionalist and the developmentalist one, emphasizing 
the role of the market (in providing incentives and stimulating competition through privatization and 
‘opening up’ processes as well as, to some extent, the fixing of market failures) and the role of the 
state (in replacing, relatively speaking, lower with higher value-added activities, from farming to, 
roughly speaking, assembling and manufacturing, through selective industrial policies) respectively. 
In conclude that section by noting that various developing countries following both the neoliberal and 
the developmentalist prescriptions have failed in achieving Chinese-style growth, and that there might 
be more to the story, if this is not just ‘random statistical error’. Inspired by existing theories and 
within Chinese area studies and the development literature in general, I then propose that while the 
‘free market’ and the ‘picking winners’ both might hold some explanatory power (the individual-
oriented ‘Household Responsibility System’, that replaced collective farming, for instance, certainly 
increased farming productivity and released labor resources for the manufacturing industry, and the 
selective industrial policies was, if not actually successful, at least not overly harmful to growth, 
perhaps because they mainly were aimed at industries within China’s comparative advantage 
anyways), the whole foundation for China’s economic development success was actually laid by its 
political administration, which has achieved simultaneous (a) highly competent leadership, (b) 
competitive business environments and (c) very effective government through a combination of (1) 
China’s merit-based official promotion system, (2) China’s fiscal decentralization system and (3) 
China’s unchecked, autonomous government. The merit-based official promotion system, ideally, 
filters Chinese officials from their results, such as economic performance of their administrative units, 
and thereby attracts as well selects the ‘right’ leaders through a competitive ‘tournament’ system. 
Corruption has been a problem, but seems not reserved to authoritarian regimes, rather to lowly 
developed countries, and in any case it would, returning to 1978, arguably be a better alternative than 
placing the faith of the nation in the hands of a poorly educated farmer population. The fiscal 
decentralization system gave local governments a chance to increase their revenue bases (by the 
central government scaling down fixed, planned transfers to local governments, instead letting them 
retain a larger share of the local taxes collected), providing incentives for local officials to develop 
the local economies, especially by improving investment environments to attract more private 
business. China’s unchecked, autonomous government has allowed the central government to pursue 
its desired policy direction without any significant interference from political opposition, other 
branches of power or interest groups. These three factors are not only mutually complementary but 
also strengthening (and thereby possibly dependent/contignent), since a local offical, for instance, has 
little incentive to improve his/her local business environment (factor ‘2’: fiscal decentralization), if 
officials are not incentivized vertically, by competitive promotion tournaments (factor ‘1’), in the first 
place. On the other hand, since local officials are also in competition across same-level units to, for 
instance, national-level offices, the horizontal (across units) and vertical (between officials) 
competition actually strengthens each other. There are more examples of such inter-dimensional 
effects. Lastly, I discuss implications for other developing countries, including democracies, such as 
how to curb negative effects of, for instance, interest groups and voter biases, and I discuss the 
potential cultural contingencies of China’s political administration – and its meritocratic, autonomous 
nature – such as the authoritarian orientation of Chinese culture, likely stemming from Confucianism.  
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Introduction 
Chinese development is one of the most widely studied contemporary cases of economic development 
among political economy and other development scholars, yet the theories used to explain it are also 
still widely disagreed on. When the Chinese government, under Deng Xiaoping, in 1978 initiated 
market-oriented reforms (in contrast to the more or less fully planned economy under Mao Zedong), 
and its GDP started growing at more consistent rates than under Mao, many Western commentators 
quickly declared the victory of neoliberalism: 'less state, more growth,' the prescription sounded. 
However, as years went by, and certain states, following neoliberalist prescriptions, failed to achieve 
growth, while China, still keeping a heavy hand in the economy, continued to grow its economy at 
sustained, rapid rates, development scholars – some who acknowledged the significance of the free-
market reforms, some who didn't – started highlighting the selective industrial policies as key to 
explaining Chinese development. Focus of the discussion thus moved from degree to type of state 
intervention: Especially the export promotion strategy was a popular explanation, why modern 
Chinese development often was compared to that of other East Asian countries, such as Japan, South 
Korea and Taiwan (though some scholars, as I will cover later, pointed out the significant difference 
in both preconditions and strategies for development between China and the other East Asian 
economies). However the later failure of several 'developmental states', as scholars refer them, 
indicates that there might be more to the story than more or less/certain types of state intervention. 
The failure of neoliberal as well as developmental states might merely be 'random statistical error', 
but it might also be that China, due to more or less country-specific factors, had/has better conditions 
for certain development strategies, and it is the latter argument that I will investigate in this thesis. 
Thereby, I move beyond the conventional 'state vs. market' doctrine in explaining Chinese 
development, and though initially recognizing (what seems to be consensus nowadays) that 
institutional reforms have nurtured Chinese growth by spurring micro-level competition, and also that 
certain state interventions, especially the selective and export-oriented industrial policies might have 
worked as intended, or at least that such policies weren't considerably harmful to growth 
(development because or despite of state intervention? - this will be discussed later), I nevertheless 
propose a third explanation – that, at least in the first place, don't exclude either of the former two – 
namely that the Chinese political administration has ensured a rather unique combination of highly 
competent leadership, local business competition and very effective government that is rarely, if at 
all, seen among other developing countries, or any country at all. Authoritarian states, unless overly 
dependent on the endorsement of powerful groups in society, can have very effective government, 
but often, though not necessary, suffer from incompetent leadership, and in the communist case also 
from the lack of growth-enhancing, competitive forces, especially (but not limited to) at micro-level. 
And though democracies usually, again – not necessarily, have neoliberal tendencies and, by nature, 
good conditions for local business competition, but struggle with attracting and/or (s)electing the 
most competent leaders for office – due to various voter biases that I will discuss later – and can also, 
relatively speaking, be very little effective due to the often changing governments, the emphasis on 
compromises and the very nature of parliamentarism (checks and balances, which, ideally, insures 
against tyrannical government, but, as with all other forms of governments, has its downsides, such 
as slowing and complicating decision-making processes). 

Specifically, I will argue that (a) China's merit-based official promotion system, under China's 
given circumstances, has been an optimal way of attracting and selecting the most competent leaders 
for office, (b) China's fiscal decentralization system (increasing the share of local governments' 
revenue that is generated through local taxes rather than planned and distributed by the central 
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government) has provided local governments with incentives to foster healthy and competitive 
investment environments in order to attract private business (3) the relatively unchecked nature of 
China's government has allowed it to effectively carry out its desired political program with minimum 
interference from not only political opposition and other branches of power, but also various interest 
groups in society. 

As my thesis will reveal, these theories are not now – they're underrepresented, at best. What 
though remains understudied is (1) the interplay and (2) the limits of these theories. The closest my 
research has taken me is Chinese economist Yang Yao who explains China's recent development 
success by its (1) 'autonomous government', (2) 'economic decentralization' and (3) 'merit-based 
promotion system',1 which is very close to my desired structure. The difference between his and my 
contribution is the following: His piece is merely 20.8 normal pages (2275 characters including spaces 
pr. page) long, it is arguably China-centric (which I base not on his place of origin, but in that he 
dismisses (or at best: neglects) corruption issues within China's Communist Party by emphasizing its 
code of conduct, including anti-corruption articles, 'party loyalty & discipline' etc., and that he 
necessarily sees China's poverty alleviation success as 'economically inclusive' (which might be true 
from a Chinese perspective, hence China-centric, but from a democratic perspective, poverty 
alleviation of the many has been at the expense, both politically, economically & socially, of the few 
– by depriving certain minorities of rights, expropriating their lands, neglecting or repressing 
aboriginal cultures etc.), and he does little more than summarizing potential complementary effects 
between the three factors. Contrarily, I, obviously in a longer format, will explore the theories in 
greater depth and from a wider range of perspectives, examine the limitations, such as and the limited 
maneuvering space for democracies and the possible historic-cultural contingencies, of the China's 
administrative design, and I will discuss the potential interplay (and dependencies) between the 
various effects of this (for instance that the growth-enhancing effects of merit-based promotion 
'tournaments' between officials not only is complemented but also strengthened by their stronger 
incentives to develop the local economies by their larger tax revenue base (through fiscal 
decentralization), but which also means that, for instance, the local officials have little incentives to 
develop the local economies without the merit-based promotion tournaments – etc. (to be elaborated). 
 

Problem statement 
In this thesis, I will examine how China's economic development success since 1978 can be explained 
by the functioning of its political administration. Central to the thesis, I will examine how the relevant 
theories explain China's economic development success at the individual theory level, and I will then 
discuss how the theories interact which each other – whether and to what degree they are mutually 
dependent, complementary and/or strengthening in terms of effect. As a more minor task, seen in the 
light of my initial conclusions, I will then discuss the potential implications for other developing 
countries of the Chinese experience – and by extension hereof, to which degree the 'nature' of Chinese 
political administration is specific to the country's historic-cultural conditions, and what this, if 
anything, means to the generalizability of the Chinese case. 
 
 

 

 
1 Yang 2018. 
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Methodology 
My thesis is first and foremost a dissertation on the empirical object of China, namely its economic 
development success since 1978. I am interested in which factors and dynamics that have driven the 
development process, how they interact with each other, and what the theoretical limits of these are. 
My analysis is therefore centered around the economic development of China since 1978, but with 
certain boundaries. As what I refer to as the 'state vs. market' doctrine (namely the discussion between 
proponents of (economic) institutional theories and (economic) developmental theories is widely 
covered, but still with a contradictory empirical record (numerous developing countries adopting 
either the one, the other or an in-between approach have failed, indicating that there might be more 
to the story – which I am then on the mission to find out), while alternative explanations generally 
are underrepresented, or at least less recognized, in the development literature. Roughly, these 
alternative explanations can be narrowed down to country-specific conditions outside of the political 
arena, such as history and culture, or certain conditions still inside of the political arena, but either 
more or less independent of the substance of the policies, rather the ways in which the 'right' policies 
are formed through certain dynamics and mechanics – and how these are carried out in the most 
appropriate (i.e. efficient & effective) manner. As I seek to contribute to the general development 
literature, I care about generalizability of my theories, and country-specific conditions are not a 
primary focus, though a secondary one (in terms of limitations of my theories). Thereby, I can narrow 
my object of research down to the functioning of China's political administration, as long as I still 
recognize the limitations of certain country-specific conditions, which will be the main focus of my 
discussion part. If I fail to explain China's economic development success since 1978 in a theoretically 
and logically coherent manner through the functioning of its political administration, the Chinese 
success might solely be attributed to the country-specific conditions, but it would be beyond the scope 
and limits of this paper to actually investigate thoroughly enough to make a sound conclusion on. The 
optimal scenario for my thesis is that Chinese developmental success can 100% be explained through 
the functioning of its political administration, but a more likely one is that it can so to a certain degree, 
though limited by certain country-specific conditions. 
 As my thesis includes several theories, I have made the decision to draw on other researchers' 
works, rather than collecting and analyzing all the data myself, since that would probably be a separate 
thesis for each theoretical hypothesis. This allows me to see my object of research from different 
theoretical angles, thus increasing the chance of giving a comprehensive explanation that includes 
several factors relevant for my object of research, given the limited length and scope of my paper, but 
limits my analysis in terms of methodological coherence: Researchers might have come to be under 
certain scientific paradigms, in terms of methodologies and assumptions in their respective research, 
and it might be that had they all conjoined on the same scientific dogmas, the results would have 
looked different for some of the given research. Therefore, it is an important task to select my theories 
from a unified set or parameters, which will limit though not rule out the risk of falling in the trap of 
subjecting to one's confirmation biases. (Another important task in relation to this is to include the 
most widely recognized critics of my individual theories, which will be covered through my final 
discussions). 
 My first and most overall parameter is that my theories should be related to the functioning of 
China's political administration. Second, they must draw a link between (a) the functioning of China's 
political administration and (b) the economic developmental success of China since 1978. This seems 
obvious at first glance, but the argument actually more complex: Since I am not immediately 
interested in what are the 'right' and the 'wrong' policies in particular (recognizing China's 
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developmental success, at least partly, as a product of good policies, but avoiding the 'state vs. market' 
debate that emphasizes different policy regimes within the overall, pragmatic framework that 
combines state-centric with pro-market strategies), but rather through which dynamics and mechanics 
the 'right' policies actually come to be formed in the first place (regardless of the substance of 'right' 
policies), and how these are carried out in efficient and effective manners. Therefore, the theories 
should be impartial towards the 'state vs. market' debate, in the sense that they, at least before 
conclusions, shouldn't immediately be incompatible with either state-centric or pro-market strategies. 
I in this way, I can decouple my research from the 'state vs. market' debate, though at a later stage, 
upon initial analysis and discussion, make judgments as to which strategies work better under which 
given doctrine. As a side effect, it also makes my theories comparable across both state-centric and 
pro-market systems. I draw here, by the way, a fine line between state vs. market and authoritarian 
vs. democratic debates: Though authoritarian states today are often state-centric, and democratic ones 
are often pro-market, this is definitely not a given, and nothing, theoretically, prevents authoritarian 
state from adopting pro-market or democratic ones from adopting state-centric strategies, if this what 
is decided by the either sole (the dictator) or democratic (the people) ruler. Also, since this is rather a 
continuum than a duality, countries can be more or less authoritarian, more or less democratic, but 
for optimizing the way that I use this scarce writing space, I will mainly use the two extremes as 
examples and references. 
 As a third parameter, my theories cannot by nature be exclusive for certain country-specific 
conditions, though they can be limited and/or encouraged by such. In this way, I don't ignore 
discussion on country-specific conditions, but can handily isolate it for the final discussion part of 
this thesis. Fourthly, the theories need to be apolitical, which should in all cases be a given, but let 
me explain this point in depth: 'Economic development' is not an unambiguous term. Some 
emphasizes social & political rights and personal liberty, while others emphasize more traditional 
economic measures (and even herewithin, inclusiveness & equality discussions can divide the 
economists). Let me here be clear: I am solely interested in explaining Chinese development from a 
GDP perspective, regardless of potential human rights issues (as long as it doesn't affect the long-
term economic development). The development literature today is permeated by a liberal doctrine in 
terms of defining human rights, and this is not a discussion that I tend to entertain, but since an 
alternative understanding of human rights, in the new international order, is emerging, for instance  
China prioritizing welfare of the many – at the expense of the few – over slower but more egalitarian 
development (economic freedom/poverty alleviation>political freedom), I will have to stay impartial 
towards this. It is clear that the Chinese case favors the 'poverty alleviation' understanding of human 
rights (the 'sovereignty' vs. 'intervention' (the latter: to 'help others') debate not relevant for this thesis), 
but the point is that the theories should not by nature favor the one over the other. China's favoring of 
poverty alleviation over political liberty shall, in my framework, be a result of the present, available 
empirics rather than theoretical prepositions, potentially claiming a political 'rightism'. Recognizing 
the importance of the 'What is development really?' debate, I nevertheless hand over this issue to 
other, specialized researchers. 
 Since my thesis is also a critical reading of the available literature – not only an empirical 
testing of Chinese developmental success since 1978 – there is room for testing prospective to this 
thesis. My attempt to explain Chinese developmental success since 1978 can be seen as an empirical 
coupling of developmental theory with the case of Chinese development, but it is also more than that 
in terms of discussing the limitations of the theories – and analyzing the relationships between them. 
These might lead to new hypotheses that I am not able to test within the limited scope of this paper. 
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Literature review – the 'state vs. market' doctrine 
 

Institutionalist theories 
 
Free markets, 'openness' and competition as impetus for growth 
One of the first significant and still common (probably more among Western politicians than actual 
development scholars) explanations of China's economic success story since 1978 is the neoclassical 
interpretation. This started way before but has arguably inspired the so-called 'Washington Consensus' 
that I will present later. In Robert Wade's ”Economic Theory and the Role of Government in East 
Asian Industrialization”, Chapter 3, he then accounts for the neoclassical interpretation of Taiwan's 
'growth miracle'.2 (Not that he endorses this interpretation, for the sake of clarity – on the contrary, 
he criticizes it throughout his book, but for this purpose, I will use his thorough review as 
representation for the neoclassical interpretation. Not that Taiwan's developmental history is similar 
to that of China, but he presents some of the same parameters that will also will prove relevant for 
the Chinese case, such as: exports, trade protection/openness, labor markets, interest rates and 
government budgeting. Having outlined the neoclassical logic behind Taiwan's developmental 
success, I will then later use the same framework on the empirics of Chinese developmental success 
(and see whether it fits or not). 

According to Wade, the neoclassical interpretation first and foremost highlights Taiwan's free 
trade regime as main determinant for its developmental success (alongside other secondary factors, 
which I will explain later, but this is mainly seen as the enabler).3 The logic is explained by Wade in 
the following way: For the Taiwanese to succeed, ”they should be able to import inputs into export 
production (raw materials, intermediates, and capital goods) without quantitative restrictions and 
tariffs. This allows them to purchase all internationally tradable goods and services at world market 
prices, or at the same prices as their competitors. If prices for domestically produced tradables exceed 
world market prices exporters will simply use cheaper imports instead.”4  Now, low input prices 
sounds good, but it also ignores the potential spillover effects of growing indigenous linkage 
industries (however, that is a weighing of pros and cons which, depends on the specific scenario and 
is for another discussion). The neoclassical interpretation highlights that though Taiwan was not free 
of import taxes in the beginning of its developmental journey, it however, after trade reforms in 1958-
1962, provided tax rebates for businesses that imported raw materials for production of export goods, 
which logically works in the same way: basically, cheaper imports – specifically for import-exporters, 
of course, but this was also the focus of the economic development at the time.5 Besides from an 
official rate close to the market exchange rate, the author also highlights exchange rate stability as an 
important component of Taiwan's growth success, so that investors were calm by feeling less risk-
intensive when borrowing from or placing money in the bank.6 They knew and could calculate their 
costs & rewards. 

Secondly, the neoclassical interpretation argues that, in order to support growth in an economy,  
the exchange rate facing exporters should be equal to the hypothetical free trade rate (that which 
would exist with all protection measures removed, and still produce the same balance-of-payment 

 
2 Wade 1990, 52-72. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid., 66. 
5 Ibid., 54-55. 
6 Ibid. 
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surplus or deficit).”7 Wade then shows that Taiwan's official exchange rate ”only” deviated 4.9% from 
the 'hypothetical free trade exchange rate' (although not in which direction it deviated), which was 
significantly lower than in most other developing countries, ranging from Korea at 9.1% and to 
Argentina at 40.0%. In this way, Taiwan could import and export materials/products with minimal 
distortions and thereby take full advantage of their own – as well as other countries' – comparative 
advantages, is the typical neoclassical argument. On the other hand, China has succeeded in economic 
development following a strategy of periodically devaluating its own national currency – to make its 
exports cheaper for companies and consumers abroad to purchase. This can be a problem it the 
exporter has to import a large share of the product inputs (intermediate goods), and how China has 
dealt with this problem (such as through a dual exchange rate system) will be covered later in this 
paper. 

A third variable highlighted by the neoclassical interpretation of Taiwanese developmental 
success was their free labor market, which according to Wade's outline was ”as close to a textbook 
model of a competitive labor market as one is likely to find,” since the ”the price of labor [had] 
adjusted passively to market conditions of price and productivity.”8  This evaluation is done by 
looking at minimum wages, differences between public and private sector pay and labor & trade 
unions, which all were insignificant, if existing at all.9 In the author's own words, these ”have not 
been  intervening elements between the sellers and buyers of labor. Trade unions and other 
conventional methods of collective bargaining have been weak, partly because of government 
repression,” and strikes were also illegal at the time – and up until the time of the author writing the 
book in 199010 (whether that actually persists today is another question, less relevant for this outline 
of Taiwan's way to initial economic prosperity). According to neoclassical conventional wisdom, this 
allows for a very low unemployment rate (which was also the case in Taiwan at the time),11 since 
employers can afford to employ low-skilled labors – corresponding to the value of their labor. In this 
way, firms channel more money into society (even though the average wage is lower, they medium- 
and high-skilled workers still earn the same – the firm has just employed more low wage workers), 
and they also get to produce more and create more value and profit or potentially for savings, which 
in both cases would allow either them or third parties, through financial intermediation, to invest in 
new enterprises. According to many neoclassical economists, a common misunderstanding is that 
minimum wages will channel more money into society due to higher general wage levels, which 
logically would be the intend of such policies – instead, they argue, a rational economic actor would 
just lay off workers under that threshold, since their labor isn't worth more than they're paid. Keeping 
low wages (i.e. close to market value) has also been part of China's development strategy, but that 
will, again, be saved for later analysis and/or discussion. 

According to Wade, part of the neoclassical explanation also lies in relatively high interest 
rates, which triggered a high saving rate – more resources for investment through financial 
intermediation for firms – and also kept down inflation, since monetary resources were kept in banks 
rather than flooding around (spend through domestic consumption, which drives up the demand) in 
the the economy.12 

A very neoclassical argument put forth by the neoclassical interpretation (accounted for by 

 
7 Ibid., 54. 
8 Ibid., 55. 
9 Ibid., 55-58. 
10 Ibid., 57. 
11 Ibid., 55-58. 
12 Ibid., 70. 
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Wade) is Taiwan's competitive industrial structure with lack of monopoly power among firms.13 This 
argument is simple and requires less explanation – monopolies, according to neoclassical 
conventionalism, distorts the economy by allowing firms to set artificially high prices (unless it's a 
completely natural monopoly) that however are accepted by the consumers, since they might need 
the product and can't go elsewhere to find it. Although a simply argument, it is however important for 
our later analysis/discussion of China, since it has a now long tradition of creating massive SOEs that 
– if not outright monopolies – at least are closer to monopolies than in a complete free-market setting, 
as it creates 'artificial' advantage for SOEs through financial support and/or incentives, whether direct 
or indirect. 

Summarized above is the free market theory explanation: [M]arkets for goods and factors of 
production were freer than in other countries. An adjustment to this theory – that still works for many 
neoclassical conventionalists – is the simulated free market theory that ”recognizes the existence of 
market distortions and industrial policies in East Asia, but says that industrial policies merely offset 
existing market distortions, creating overall neutrality in resource allocation,”14  which will prove 
relevant for economic-institutional theories to be presented later in this paper, which exactly address 
the issues of market failures in relation to coordination problems among private economic actors, 
especially when it comes to infrastructure investments. Moreover, as our section on developmentalist 
theories will show, China's development path differed significant from that of Taiwan – as well as its 
other East Asian peers. 
 
Development despite state intervention 
China was basically a more or less fully planned communist economy from the time when Mao 
Zedong, as the leader of China's Communist Party, defeated and replaced Chiang Kai-shek's 
Kuomintang government in 1949, reuniting the Chinese civilization under communist rule, and until 
his death in 1978, when Mao was replaced by the more liberal-minded, at least in the economic sense, 
Deng Xiaoping – and his reformist-friendly faction within the party. Under Mao, production quotas 
(in the form of minimum quantity requirements) as well as prices of inputs & outputs were set by the 
government. As a small but illustrative example of the economic planning, in many village, even 
eating was organized through mandatory canteens, were all the village men and women gathered each 
night, after a long day of work, often in the fields, to fill their stomachs before the next day of work 
would begin. A simple but good life – under the communist narrative. However, reality was different. 
Tools were simple, and no rewards were given for extra efforts (such as innovations or hard work), 
since everybody, roughly, would receive the same, no matter the input of work, ideas etc. And after a 
range of failed production planning and agricultural policies (such as, most prominently, the 'Great 
Leap Forward' 1958-1962, which I will not go into a deeper explanation of here, the Chinese economy 
desperately needed (impetus for) growth. 

After Deng Xiaoping replaced Mao Zedong in 1978, reforms then started. Planned farming 
was replaced was replaced by the 'Household Responsibility System', where the quotas/minimum 
production requirements were kept in place (to secure the most basic needs of the people), and the 
government also kept control over the prices of many inputs and goods, but farmers were however 
rewarded for any output above the minimum production requirements. Later, the semi-private 'firms' 
were also allowed – under the disguise of 'Township and Village Enterprises'. This, in the neoclassical 
narrative, inspired new and more productive ways of doing things, people worked more, harder or in 

 
13 Ibid., 66. 
14 Ibid., 297. 
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however way they could increase production, so that they could escape poverty and create a better 
life for themselves and their families. Agricultural output soared, and people got wealthier. The most 
innovative farmers would have a surplus of resources that they could invest into new enterprises, 
which they were willing to, as they, in contrast to before reforms, would receive at least a share of the 
profits made from new enterprises. With a large surplus of low-skilled labor, the investments that 
made most sense was into low-technological, labor-intensive industries such as most light industry, 
and cheap garment factories started popping up everywhere (here, a development scholar could argue 
that the move from agricultural and into manufacturing was more of a planning decision than the 
invisible hand at play, but remember that I am presenting the neoclassical narrative here. A 
neoclassicist could by the way argue, as Wade demonstrates in the neoclassical interpretation of 
Taiwanese developmental success, that planning, of course(!), can work when it either way follows 
the ways of the market.15 

As factory owners accumulated more and more capital, they then moved into more higher 
value-added and thereby more costly (but also more rewarding) activities by reinvesting the released 
resources into new, more sophisticated machinery & equipment – and training of personnel, so that 
the workers could handle and manage the new and improved production process. In turn, workers 
demanded higher wages, and employers consented, since the labor of the workers were now more 
valuable, as they had skills that were less easily attainable than before. With higher wages, the workers 
(if they didn't save their money in banks for new entrepreneurs to borrow through financial 
intermediation – at a cheaper rate, since more capital is now in the system, and it is therefore less 
scarce, more abundant and thereby less valuable than before) started channeling more resources into 
society by purchasing goods and services, and new industries started to grow – everything from better 
food & clothes to leisure time activities & entertainment. As demand grew, restaurants and cafés 
started popping up – on private economic actors' own initiatives – and these entrepreneurs were now 
in competition with each other – on both price and quality – to attract customers among the emerging 
(lower-)Chinese middle class. Standards of living started rising for, roughly, everyone. 

As China started opening up for both imports, exports as well as foreign investment, Chinese 
factories could import production inputs (that were cheaper outside than inside of China) at world 
market prices and produce highly (in the beginning: especially price) competitive products for 
demanding and buy willing consumers outside of China, especially in Europe and the US, which they 
could do without any major obstructions that could be caused by economic-protectionist measures 
such as export quotas that for instance would secure domestic fulfillment, even if demand was higher 
outside of China. At the same time, while foreign countries, in a mutually beneficial manner, took 
advantage of China's cheap exports, China utilized the higher capabilities of foreign firms by entering 
partnerships, where foreign firms were granted access to the Chinese market in exchange for the 
transfer of technology. The foreign firms couldn't go in on their own (remember, this is again not my 
proposition, but my interpretation from a neoclassical point of view), since they lacked local 
knowledge (how to navigate in the Chinese political, cultural and legal system – and how to manage 
Chinese workers), which the Chinese factory owners could provide – again, in exchange for the 
transfer of Western, sophisticated technologies. With better technologies, Chinese factories could 
produce more output pr. input, they again accumulated more capital, which again was reinvested into 
higher value-added activities, which required training of higher-skilled workers, which granted the 
workers a higher average pay, which, again, channeled more resources into society and spurred new, 

 
15 Ibid., 22. 
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more advanced industries. 
Throughout this process, there were no minimum wages in place, and labor unions were scarce 

and disorganized at best – controlled by the state with little to no incentives to grant the workers better 
working conditions, since labor-intensive, low-skilled manufacturing was the growth motor at the 
time. (And due to the authoritarian political system, the low-paid workers had no immediately 
available mechanisms to replace the government by a more pro-workers' rights one.) In the 
neoclassical narrative (don't ask a Marxist!) workers were paid what their input, their labor, was worth, 
and that was not a lot, since they were low-skilled, and there were many of them. If a worker started 
bargaining for a higher wage, millions of equally capable workers would stand in line to replace him. 
To add a nuance, this wasn't the best system for each worker (though they were better off than in 
agriculture), but it was great for the economy: little to no obstructions, price distortions or the like 
were in place to hinder entrepreneurs make the most possible value out of the scarce resources 
available. 

State-planning persisted to some degree, but as Wade notes with the case of Taiwan, the typical 
neoclassicist argument is that successful developmental states are the ones whose policies target 
industries within their comparative advantage, i.e. the industrial policies anyway follow the ways of 
the market and are thus less harmful though not helpful.16 
 
New Structural Economics – on fixing market failures 
In explaining 'New Structural Economics', let me first briefly summarize the content of its, original, 
older brother: (Traditional) 'Structural Economics': Structural Economics is a school of thought within 
economics/political economy that seeks to explain the difference in levels of development between 
countries' economies by looking at the 'structural rigidities' of countries with low levels of 
development.17  These 'structural rigidities' cover a wide range of issues, but mainly refer to the 
'existence of monopolies, labor’s perverse response to price signals, and/or the immobility of 
factors'.18 The logic is here that poverty is caused by developing countries' failure to develop capital-
intensive, higher value-added industries, which in turn is caused by a combination of (1) holders of 
monopolies, who lack competition (and can set their own prices – thereby drying up the society for 
capital), (2) the many low-skilled, low-paid workers who are 'kept' in lower value-added industries 
by foreign multinationals and (3) the missing or poor infrastructure systems (immobility of factors), 
such as banking & other financial intermediation, to support the development of capital-intensive & 
higher value-added industries. And if the recipe is building capital-intensive, higher value-added 
industries, the combination of these 3 missing links is even more fatal: Labor's response to price 
signals largely disables the natives to make their own careers, fortunes and become entrepreneurs. In 
short, structural economics prescribes a development path for that proposes the establishment of 
capital-intensive, higher value-added industries for stopping the developed countries' 'exploitation' of 
developing countries' ‘advantages of backwardness’19  by correcting market failures such as the 
existence of monopolies and immobility of factors, but also trends which are entirely dictated by the 
free market (as long as it doesn't result in higher value-added enterprise) such as low price for low-
quality labor. Therefore, it clearly departs from traditional neoclassical economics – not in its 
correction of market failures, this can be entirely consistent with, at least, neoclassical economics, 

 
16 Ibid. 
17 Lin 2012, 27. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid., 36. 
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but in that it allows for, actually encourages, developing countries to work against the market – even 
when there exists no market failures – to establish higher value-added industries and escape the 
'exploitation' by developed countries in global value chains etc. This corresponds very well to the 
classical developmentalist view. 

However, as Justin Yifu Lin, former Chief Economist and Vice President of the World Bank 
and main advocator of New Structural Economics, points out, many Latin American, African and 
South African countries followed these strategies of import substitution and protection throughout the 
60s and 70s – and failed.20 Justin Yifu Lin reintroduces neoclassicism into the traditional 'Structural 
Economics' by arguing that these countries did not fail in creating economic developing due to 
correcting market failures, but by (1) doing it outside of the countries comparative advantage (at the 
time primarily being low-skilled labor, which these countries attempted to escape by building higher 
value-added industries) and (2) by failing to focus on capturing externalities, instead 'picking out 
winners' among certain companies and/or industries (while this strategy can work for the individual 
company, the 'opportunity cost' of this investment is, according to New Structural Economics, high, 
as the government could have invested into public goods that benefits a wider range of society, 
including companies).21 

So, where the traditional Structural Economics selectively picks from neoclassicism whenever 
it can help building higher value-added industries, it also allows to depart from neoclassicism and 
defy a country's comparative advantage (by Lin named a 'Comparative Advantage Defying' (CAD) 
strategy) 22  whenever deemed feasible in terms of enabling these industries. In contrast, New 
Structural Economics, as Justin Yifu Lin describes it, allows for some kinds and degrees of state 
intervention, but only when, in doing so, strictly adhering to certain neoclassical principles (which 
may seem confusing at first, but hold on), such as (1) correcting market failures, especially the 
immobility of factors, (2) within the country's comparative advantages.23  Essentially, traditional 
'import substitution' strategies are prohibited, since they, traditionally, allow direct financial support 
to certain companies, which has a high opportunity cost compared to correcting market failures that 
benefit a wider range of society, and the correction of market failures can only happen within the 
country's comparative advantage, because doing otherwise will be very much costly and very little 
beneficial. Let me explain why. Justin Yifu Lin defines comparative advantage by a country's 'natural 
endowments', determined by the relative scarcity/abundance of resources, such as capital vs. labor.24 
The logic is as following: If a country is endowed with little capital, but an abundance of labor 
resources, the opportunity cost of securing one unit of capital will be higher than for one unit of labor, 
since capital is more scarce. 25  Thereby, the government can indeed enable higher value-added 
industries both directly and indirectly (by (a) supporting financially and (b) correcting market 
failures), but even if doing so, the companies within that now favored industry will still have a hard 
time attaining capital resources, the opportunity cost of the companies now engaging with capital-
intensive enterprises is high, since they for their hardly attained capital could have instead picked 
among perhaps millions of workers (who are all in price competition with each other) and made better 
profits from engaging with labor-intensive industries, not to mention that the resources spent by the 
government could also have been spent more wisely – again from an 'opportunity cost' point of view. 

 
20 Ibid., 18. 
21 Ibid., 11-48. 
22 Lin & Chang 2012, 127 
23 Lin 2012, 27. 
24 Ibid., 5. 
25 Ibid. 
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In short: Because labor resources are cheaper, relative to capital, it is easier for companies to keep a 
high profit margin – that can then be reinvested into new, perhaps higher value-added enterprises. 

However, this is not the goal, but rather the means to an end. The goal is still to eventually 
establish higher value-added enterprises, but in an organic way: As companies are able to keep a 
higher share of their revenues, because they utilize the comparative advantage of the country, more 
quickly they will accumulate capital and thereby be able to invest in better machines, training of 
personnel etc. Purchase of better machinery will trigger demand and potentially spur new industries 
(unless they are purchased from abroad, of course), the training of personnel will increase 
productivity and allow workers to demand higher wages, which they can go out and spend in society, 
which, again, in turn will spur new industries. As capital accumulates, the country reaches new stages 
of development, and new market failures appear: The companies lack basic and/or advanced 
technologies in order to increase productivity, but cause of weak legal infrastructure, for instance, the 
companies fail to coordinate their activities efficiently, also known as the 'free-rider' problem: Since 
no efficient patent system is in place, the individual economic actor dares not to make the investment, 
because he/she is afraid of his/her result will be 'stolen'/used by and/or disseminated onto competing 
companies, who will now have a competitive edge over the initiator of this research, since they have 
attained this knowledge for free, while the initiator has spent lots of capital resources. Therefore, all 
economic are hesitant to make the investment, and if they attempt to coordinate an investment, it only 
takes a single opportunistic free-rider to make everyone back out. When at lower stages of 
development, establishment of hard infrastructure, such as roads, ports, energy & water plants etc., 
will usually be more relevant in terms of correcting market failures (imagine a factory owner having 
to build his own roads, ports, energy & water plants in order to be able to produce and sell goods). 
So, in summary, what 'New Structural Economics' propose is enabling companies to capture 
externalities by addressing coordination issues (such as the establishment of efficient infrastructure 
systems, whether soft or hard) between economic actors in the system – and ensuring the lowest 
possible opportunity cost by utilizing the country's comparative advantages (by Lin named a 
'Comparative Advantage Following' (CAF) strategy), 26  given by its natural endowments, in an 
organic development process where government investments (into infrastructure etc.) will follow the 
industries relevant for the gradual economic advancements of each developing country. That being 
said, very limited subsidies can be allowed for firms engaging in new, emerging industries, but not 
for the purpose of actually creating 'winners' within that industry (though that would definitely be a 
plus), but rather to generate information about that industry, since it is new and risky to invest in for 
private economic actors.27  This is completely within a neoclassical framework, since information 
asymmetry is a well-known type of 'market failure'. In order to enable companies and other private 
economic actors to make rational economic decisions, information need to be available, and when 
new industries emerge, information is naturally not available, and economic actors will hesitate to 
invest, potentially missing out on a profitable investment, why limited government subsidies can be 
allowed, but only to the extent of exploring new industries in order to generate new information that 
is valuable to private economic actors who could be interested in investing in such industry. The 
Chinese SEZs are textbook examples of mass-fixing coordination issues by concentrating 
infrastructure in 'small' geographical & legal units – and are often highlighted as growth engines of 
the Chines economy. 
 

 
26 Ibid., 24. 
27 Ibid., 29. 
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Before reforms, China (under communist rule) were mainly following a CAD strategy: 
 

China's pre-reform economic structure had three integrated institutional components: (1) 
a distorted macro-policy environment which featured artificially depressed interest rates, 
over-valued exchange rates, low nominal wage rates as well as low price levels for living 
necessities and raw materials; (2) a planned allocation mechanism for credit, foreign 
exchange, and other materials; and (3) a traditional micro-management system of 
Stateowned Enterprises (hereafter SOEs) and collective agriculture. These three 
institutional components were endogenous to the choice of the CAD strategy in a capital-
scarce agrarian economy.28 

 
Though the Chinese strategy entails mixed signals, in short, China attempted to enable capital-
intensive enterprises in a capital-scarce economy. Lin & Tsai adds: 

 
At the founding of the People's Republic in 1949 … a developed heavy-industry sector 
was the symbol of a nations power and economic achievement ... Chinese leaders 
certainly intended to accelerate the development of heavy industries. After China's 
involvement in the Korean War in 1950, with its resulting embargo and isolation from the 
Western nations, the catching up to the industrialized powers had become a necessity for 
national security. In addition, the Soviet Union's outstanding record of nation building in 
the 1930s in contrast to those of the Great Depression in the Western market economies, 
provided the Chinese leadership with both inspiration and experience for adopting a CAD 
strategy for accelerating China's development. Therefore … the Chinese government set 
it as the priority the development of heavy industry. The goa1 was to build, as rapidly as 
possible, the country's capacity to produce capital goods and military materials.29 

 
They then explain: 
 

Heavy industry is capital intensive. China was a capital-scarce, low-income, agrarian 
economy in the 1950s. …  The construction of a heavy-industry project in a developing 
country has three characteristics: 1) it requires a long gestation; 2) most equipment for a 
project, at least in the initial stage, need to be imported from the relatively advanced 
economies; and 3) each project requires a lump-sum investment ...[T]he Chinese 
economy also had three distinct characteristics: 1) the available capital was limited, and, 
consequently, the market interest rate was high; 2) foreign exchange was scarce and 
expensive ... and 3) the economic surplus was small and scattered to widespread 
household farms due to China nature of a densely-populated poor agrarian economy ... 
[E]nterprises in the priority sectors were not viable in an open, competitive market (Lin 
2003) and a spontaneous development of the capital-intensive industry in Chinese 
economy was impossible. Therefore, a set of distortions was required for the development 
of heavy industry.30 

 

 
28 Lin & Tsai 2004, 340. 
29 Ibid., 341. 
30 Ibid., 341-342. 
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Though some distortions remained, and remains until today, China has removed most severe price 
distortions and, arguably, largely adopted a CAF strategy. Whereas China under Mao, in a capital-
scarce economy, promoted capital-intensive industries, mainly heavy industry, China from 1978 and 
forth began utilizing its low-cost labor resources by promoting the relatively less capital-intensive 
light industries, such as assembling and manufacturing of garments, toys etc. Only later, as the China’s 
comparative advantages have progressed, has the country started to promote more capital-intensive 
industries, not only heavy machinery but also emerging industries such as AI & robotics, as they do 
today. This is the neoclassicist part of the NSE analysis. The ‘structural economics’ part of the analysis 
is the way that China has addressed coordination & externality issues, which it has done by 
concentrating infrastructure relevant for certain industries (from special legal and financial 
infrastructure such as tax incentives to sharing power & water plants, roads, ports etc.) in different 
Special Economic Zones, in different parts of the country, depending on the regional 
advantages/specializations, given by experience, capacities and natural endowments structures (from 
labor-intensive to technology-intensive industries). 
 

Developmentalist theories 
 
The ‘developmental state’ 
Wade summarizes the logic of state intervention in the economy under the development process in 
the following way: 

 
GM (governed market) policies have aimed to channel resources into industry based 
within the national territory, and thereby raise the domestic demand for labor. By means 
of politically determined constraints and rigged 'prices, they have steered the competitive 
process into higher-wage, higher-technology alternatives and away from short-term 
speculative or labor cost-reducing alternatives within or beyond the national territory.31 

 
Though the wording ‘import substitution’ is not included in the above paragraph, this is often what is 
meant by ”steering the competitive process into higher-wage, higher-technology alternatives”, since 
technology and thereby capital-intensive industries in developing or least developed countries often 
are run by foreign multinationals – if existing at all – since capital is a scarce resources in these 
countries. This fundamental proposition (that resources necessarily should be steered into higher-
wage enterprises) is, again, contradicted by the Chinese experience, also backed by economic-
institutional theories to be discussed, showing that low-income countries can benefit from utilizing 
their large pools of labor-intensive resources and then gradually, organically, move up the industrial 
value chains. 
 
Many advocates of neoliberal economics in its purest form – again, probably more politicians than 
actual academics – use failed communist states such as the Soviet Union and Mao's China as examples 
of why and how state intervention doesn't work.32 In this context, it is however important to differ 
between the developmental state, communism and state interventionism. State interventionism can 
be seen as a continuum, where neoliberalism naturally is at the lowest end of the spectrum with 

 
31 Wade 2018, 309. 
32 Bolesta 2007, 106 
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minimum state intervention, communism is at its highest end with an, ideally, fully planned economy 
– the government, in essence, decides who does and gets what – whereas the developmental state can 
be found somewhere in between: ”According to Loriaux, ‘the developmental state is an embodiment 
of a normative or moral ambition to use the interventionist power of the state to guide investment in 
a way that promotes a certain solidaristic vision of national economy’.”33 The departure from full-
blown planning, which is not explicitly mentioned in this definition, is that the state doesn't 
necessarily (though the definition doesn't seem to exclude the possibility that the state can) attain 
ownership of the certain industries, but can merely seek to promote them through industrial planning 
policies. That is the degree of state intervention, which initially enables us to place the definition on 
a continuum between neoliberalism and communism, for instance. This is clearly captured by the 
following description of the developmental state made by Bolesta: 

 
It is often conceptually positioned between a free market capitalist economic system and 
centrally planned economic system, and called a plan-rational capitalist system, 
‘conjoining private ownership with state guidance’ (Woo-Cumings 1999: 2). Johnson 
admits that ‘one of [his] main purposes in introducing the idea of capitalist developmental 
state […] was to go beyond the contrast between the American and Soviet economies’ 
(Johnson 1999: 32). Its roots are drawn from the theory of mercantilism advocating 
intervention of the state in the economy.34 

 
However, as institutional theory will also prove later in this thesis, development literature often also 
differentiate between types of state intervention, which suddenly makes it harder to place to place on 
the continuum. Furthermore, as the developmental state, according to Lorieaux' definition, also 
embodies a ”normative or moral ambition” to drive development, this ideological turn also makes a 
1:1 comparison between different degrees of state interventionalism more difficult. Neoliberalism 
and communism, naturally, also embodies ideology, but perhaps in a different way or on different 
terms. That discussion seems less relevant for the paper, but the point being: The developmental state 
is something for itself. A developmental state can be more or less capitalist, more or less 
interventionalist etc. etc., since it can not only be seen as a method, but also as a vision - or an ideology, 
though a pure neoliberal ideology seems inevitably incompatible with the developmental state that at 
least requires some degree of state interventionalism. But capitalist states are easily compatible, which 
developing countries in the 20th century and today also have shown. In short, a developmental state 
can be any state believing that ”'economic development requires a state which can create and regulate 
the economic and political relationships that can support sustained industrialisation – or in short, a 
developmental state' (Chang 1999: 183).”35 
 
Moreover, as Bolesta points out, the developmental state doesn't limit itself to a certain political 
system, such as for instance neoliberalism would do (democracy) – at least if liberal freedom and 
political rights are seen as intrinsically democratic.36  Communism can hypothetically be formed 
through the democratic process, but, again, state-planning and free choice can hardly be exercised at 
once: What if state planners need more workers in an industry that can't voluntarily be fulfilled? 

 
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid., 105. 
35 Ibid., 106. 
36 Ibid., 107. 
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Therefore, and for many other reasons, empirics show that communism has a clear tendency (if any 
deviation at all – but here I won't lay my head on the block) towards authoritarianism. The 
developmental state has nevertheless ”existed in authoritarian Korea and Taiwan as well as in 
allegedly democratic Japan.”37 Another modern example is India that has a democratically elected 
government – both at local and national level – and comprehensive industrial policies such as the 
2014 ”Made in India” plan that clearly attemps to imitate China's labor-intensive, manufacturing-
heavy developmental offset. The departure from communism lies in the creation of incentive structure 
rather than straight-out planning. That being said, authoritarian governments such as China, pre-
democratization Taiwan and Korea have shown higher rates of growth, probably due to a lower cost 
of social mobilization, than democratic developmental states such as India and pro-democratization 
Taiwan and Korea. 38  However, these states had all grown long before becoming democratic 
developmental states, so the well-established diminishing returns (in this case: on GDP of financial 
support to industries) theory in the catching up phase confuses the variables and makes it hard to 
prove without thorough testing, which would probably be a thesis for itself. We have nonetheless seen 
clues that intervention is easier in authoritarian systems, which also makes percet logical sense, since 
there is less (allowed) resistance, negotiation is easier (if necessary at all) – and interest/business 
groups are forced to obey if they want to make any money at all – though authoritarian governments 
often have interest in listening to them. Thereby, as Estabeban Pérez Caldentey also notes the 
developmental state is not a unique Asian or East Asian phenomena:  European countries used the 
same policies throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and the United States during the 
nineteenth century.”39 Other examples include Latin American countries, such as shown below: 
 
In an outline of the concept and evolution of the developmental state, especially in the East Asian 
context, Caldentey conveniently summarizes our points in the following way: 

 
Their respective governments pursued a series of policies, including tariff protection, 
subsidies, and other types of controls aimed at developing selected productive sectors of 
economic activity. Fundamental to the design of the developmental state for these 
countries was the creation of an alliance between politics and the economy, which 
materialized in the establishment of a specialized bureaucratic apparatus that had ample 
powers and coordinated the developmental efforts.40 

 
He also proposes the following definition that is broad enough to fit our purpose of comparing 
different (or variations of developmental state) theories: ”The term developmental state refers to a 
state that intervenes and guides the direction and pace of economic development.”41 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Caldentey 2008, 27 
40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid., 28. 
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China – a developmental state? 
The issue of whether or not to classify China as a developmental state is a widely discussed one in 
academia. Even among those who does, many disagree about what type of a developmental state 
China then is, often emphasizing certain differences and/or commonalities with other developmental 
states, usually the East Asian ones, mainly: (former) Taiwan, Japan & South Korea. What these have 
in common with China, close to the definitions we've already seen, is that they all, certainly to a 
varying degree, possess (or have possessed – under their respective developmental periods) the 
following characteristics: ”[S]ustained aspirations for development, highly autonomous central 
economic bureaucratic institutions, close cooperation between government and businesses, and 
selective industrial policies.”42 On a more abstract level, China, Taiwan, Japan & South Korea can be 
said to (have) share(d): ”[T]he integration and extension of mercantilism, bureaucrat capitalism, 
corporatism, and state-centrism.”43 In essence, they all undertook developmental paths that differed 
from entirely relying on liberalism or state-planning in achieving their goals,44 though to varying 
degrees and in different ways, which I will now explain. 

According to Yang Hutao, China can be classified as a developmental state, since its 
developmental path shares the above-mentioned characteristics with the traditional developmental 
state of East Asian under the rather wide definitions given.45 However, China differs in its strategies 
and paths to achieve the desired goals. Specifically, while Taiwan, Japan and South Korea quickly 
were able to 'escape' low-cost labor and leap into certain technological niches – with more or less full 
domestic value chains – for exporting to, primarily, Western developed countries, China, at least until 
recently, has best been described as an 'assembling-based' or an 'enclave' economy well-integrated 
into, but also (again, until recently) at the bottom of, global value chains, 46  meaning that the 
development process has been more socially unequal, and  while GDP has rocketed, many Chinese 
are still 'poor'. 

”The reason for their developmental similarities and dissimilarities can,” according to 
Yang, ”be  found in their internal and external restraining conditions and dynamic changes.”47 As he 
points out, Taiwan, Japan, South Korea (and also Singapore) all shared the 'initial external political 
and military conditions' that they ”all belonged to the  Western group in the Cold War and shared the 
same ideology and political system as the UK and the USA,” why they all could ”benefit from external 
economic aid to different degrees, realize the first wave of capital accumulation, and establish their 
industrial systems accordingly.”48 In this way, they were  allowed tacitly to deploy protectionism 
through various kinds of subsidies and apply strict controls over foreign capital,” but at the same time 
give wide access to advanced Western technologies through ”loose policies towards technology 
transfer and intellectual property rights,”49  probably because it was in the interest of the Euro-
American world to have strong, advanced economies as friends in the backyards of countries such as 
China and Russia, for instance. 
Though China is also known for a combination of protectionism and reverse engineering, it has, 
especially since its entry to WTO, officially in 2001, had much stricter access to foreign technologies 

 
42 Yang 2018, 97. 
43 Ibid., 98. 
44 Ibid., 97. 
45 Yang 2019. 
46 Yang 2018, 112. 
47 Ibid., 107. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Ibid. 
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than previous East Asian experiences50 and has typically been pushed to ease protectionist measures 
such as FDI restrictions in order to access such technologies. In short, their access to technologies 
relevant for 'catching up', but also triggering indigenous growth, has been more costly. Thereby, China 
has not been able to replicate Taiwan, Japan and South Korea's 'straight jump' into higher-value added, 
capital-intensive industries, but has instead resorted to industries that organically has followed the 
evolution of its comparative advantages,51  which brings the neoclassicist criticism back into the 
picture: Would other East Asian developmental states, such as Taiwan, Japan and South Korea, really 
have been able to defy their comparative advantages, hadn't it been for the Cold War scenario, where 
they were granted favorable access to advanced Western technologies, helping them catch up and 
develop sophisticated industries more quickly? 

In terms of 'initial internal conditions', the East Asian developmental regimes, including China, 
mostly ”share[d] the premise of being 'easy to reach the consensus of surpassing developed 
economies'.” 52  Besides from that, they differed significantly, especially in social & economic 
structures: ” While countries like Japan and South Korea embraced liberal markets without hesitation, 
China has always consistently insisted on its exploration of a socialist path with Chinese 
characteristics. China has been cautious about the intense and rapid reform of political and economic 
structures.”53 In rough terms, while other East Asian development regimes have focused on reforming 
markets at a macro-levels, such as liberalizing prices etc., China has, in rough terms, focused on micro 
incentives for local merchants (such with the 'Household Responsibility System'), keeping, at least 
initially, some price distortions in place. 
 
Modern China has been labelled anything from classical developmental stat to new or neo-
developmental state to post-socialist developmental state to developmental state with Chinese 
characteristics to state capitalist to corporatist state etc. It is not within the scope of this paper to go 
in great depth with this, however some of the differences are summarized below as an example: 
 

54 

 
50 Ibid., 109. 
51 Ibid., 112. 
52 Ibid., 110. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Kalinowski 2013, 5. 
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Chinese political administration 

 

The merit-based official promotion system 
 
Competence encouraging mechanisms for political leadership 
China’s official promotion system is long and complex, but in rough terms, it existed in various forms 
and to various degrees in imperial times (commonly referred as the ‘imperial examination system’) 
and up until the dissolving of the Qing dynasty around 1912, more or less ceased to exist during the 
Chinese Civil War until 1949 and was further repressed during the Mao era until 1976 (the system 
was previously based on intellectual abilities rather than leadership/economic competences, and 
exactly the intellectuals were the target of Mao’s Cultural Revolution, the Communist Party initially 
being a worker’s party) and then, finally, gradually reintroduced along with the economic reform 
processes from Deng Xiaoping and forth (1978 and beyond).55 The shift in official promotion system 
before and after Mao makes it possible to compare across time, though it is difficult to control for 
inflicting variables, such as the other factors discussed in this paper. 

Not only is the history of China’s official promotion system complex, but so is the functioning 
of the system today. Promotion parameters differ both vertically across administrative units and 
horizontally across different regions of the country. It is not my intention to give a comprehensive 
outline of the many variants of this model, but rather to focus on the general trends and their effects. 
Unitary across the system, appointment at entrance levels are solely based in various forms of tests 
and examinations, and officials throughout different layers of government are, at least officially 
(corruption, nepotism and despotism will be discussed later), increasingly evaluated by certain 
performance indicators, usually economic but recently, in some designated ‘test’ areas, also 
environmental, while some tests and examinations persist at higher levels, though to a lesser and 
lesser extent and degree.56 
 
Defining 'competent' leadership 
Defining 'competent' leadership is a tricky issue. As Daniel Bell also points out, a 'good' business 
leader is different from a 'good' political leader. (However, we are not discussing 'good' but 
'competent' leadership, which I will return to later on.) A good business leader is one who maximizes 
the profits of his/her firm, which in turn requires a range of competences: High analytical skills 
(usually measured as IQ – to enable him/her to make the right strategic choices), high social skills (to 
enable him/her to get out of his/her office and ”work with other people to get things done” – Bell 
raises the example of the ”semi-autistic physicist with an IQ off the charts – who cannot deal with 
people in a 'normal' way”),57  a high emotional intelligence (to understand the needs of his/her 
employees, so that they all don't run away) and high managerial skills (to ensure high efficiency and 
to get the most amount of value out of each employee) etc. In politics, all of these variables are 
relevant, but a good political leader is also 'virtuous': He/she cares to ”[p]rovide security, combat 
poverty, protect individual liberty, increase happiness, reduce inequality, promote social harmony, 
protect a country's historical heritage” etc.58  However, since a 'good' leader is not the same as a 

 
55 Bell 2015. 
56 Ibid., 78. 
57 Ibid., 90 & 92. 
58 Ibid., 72. 
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'competent' leader, I will here focus on the more result-oriented version: Maximizing economic 
development (this is, after all, the limited scope of my thesis.) That being said, analyzing economic 
development doesn't necessarily exclude a discussion of inclusiveness – that just depends on the 
definition of 'economic development' – but that is a discussion I will save for later. Also, since many 
of the parameters for 'good' leadership, for instance providing security and promoting social harmony, 
can be seen as prerequisites for – or in the least case: enhancers of – economic development, the line 
between 'good' and 'competent' becomes blurry. But for now and for simplicity, GDP growth is in 
focus (examples such as environmental degradation could affect GDP growth in the future – and that 
is actually also a parameter in many Chinese administrative units59  – but remember that we are 
discussing modern Chinese developmental until now.)  
 
Analytical & problem-solving skills 
According to Bell, ”[a] political leader needs to understand complex arguments and make decisions 
on knowledge and the latest developments in a number of interconnected disciplines that bear on the 
policy-making process: economics, science, international relations, psychology, and so on.”60 While 
it doesn't necessarily require high analytical skills to know a lot about a certain subject, it definitely 
requires high analytical skills to make rational & strategic decisions based on such knowledge. 
(Besides, the Chinese official promotion system also has a tradition of testing for more traditional 
‘intellectual’ abilities – from the Confucian classics in the Han dynasty (141-87 BCE) to more 
conventional scientific disciplines today such as economics & engineering.61 
 
In summary, Bell describes the selection process in the following way, involving a range of evaluation 
methods related to analytical & problem-solving skills: 
 

Today, prospective officials at higher levels of government in China are tested for 
different abilities than those at lower levels: the public service examinations for lower 
levels of government test for the ability to implement the goals of the organization and 
the ability to resolve problems (as well as reading comprehension and writing expression), 
but the exams for higher levels of government (subprovincial and above) also test for the 
ability to ”comprehensively analyze” (analyzing all parts of the contents, standpoints, or 
questions of the given information and to make reasonable inferences or evaluation) and 
the ability to ”raise and resolve problems” (based on the understanding and analysis of 
the given information, use one's own practical or living experience to find and define 
problems, provide evaluation or trade-offs, and to propose a solution plan or course of 
action). Upper-level cadres are also expected to have a university education,62 
 

besides specific performance indicators for the administrative units that the certain officers are 
in charge of respectively. 
 
 
 

 
59 Ibid., 53. 
60 Ibid., 80. 
61 Ibid., 81-89. 
62 Ibid., 78. 
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Social skills & emotional intelligence 
In my introduction to this section, I referred to Bell's example of the ”semi-autistic physicist with an 
IQ off the charts – who cannot deal with people in a 'normal' way”).63 The ”narrowly technical and 
academic notion of merit” in China's official promotion system today is often criticized for its rigidity 
and lack of show for other (as previously argued) important leader traits such as social skills & 
emotional intelligence.64 According to Bell, ”today's public service examinations in China are more 
like IQ tests, designed to filter out those with superior analytical skills.”65 In a study of 188 company 
leaders, Daniel Goleman found that performance maximizing leaders (remember our distinction 
between 'good' and 'competent' leaders) generally possessed a range of skills relevant for assessing 
social skills and, especially, emotional intelligence: ”[S]elf-awareness (knowing one's strengths, 
weaknesses, drives, values, and impact on others); self-regulation (controlling or redirecting 
disruptive impulses and moods); motivation (relishing achievement for its own sake); empathy 
(understanding other people's emotional make-up)” etc.66 

The critique of China’s lack of show for social skills & emotional intelligence in primary 
testing is fair, but given that economic performance indicators become more important, the higher the 
level of government, and as long as official competence matters for economic performance, 
candidates with low social skills and/or emotional intelligence (assuming that these also matters for 
performance) will, in theory, automatically be sorted out. In this way, the screening for analytical 
competences can be seen as an initial ‘rough filtering’. And analytical competence must be primary, 
for it matters little how far a candidate can take his/her policies through high social skills & emotional 
intelligence if the policies don’t have the desired effects in the first place.  
 
Limits of meritocracy 
The modern Chinese political system, especially at early stages, hasn't shown immune to 
unproductive practices such as corruption, nepotism an (within-system) despotism (ruling out of 
competent political opponents to defend the power of the superior/competitor). However, increasing 
amounts of empirical evidence seem to suggest that issues such as corruption isn't particularly specific 
for certain types of political systems, but rather levels of economic (and social) development. Bell 
mentions a range of countries ”without fully free and fair elections” that though are economically 
well-developed and, to the point, also are less corrupt: Singapore, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates 
etc.67  This could of course be some random statistical error, but if we actually look at other less 
democratic (incl. outright authoritarian) developmental regimes such as China and pre-
democratization South Korea and Japan, most of them share the common trait that corruption has 
decreased with increasing levels of development – long before they started any kinds of 
democratization processes. India, officially the world's largest democracy, is another perfect example 
that democracies are not excluded the practices of corruption. 

China, though it has made leaps in terms of reducing corruption in recent years (remember 
that we are discussing China's fundament for development – and not development today in particular), 
was certainly corrupt at early stages of development. Again, my point is not to argue that China don't 
have problems with corruption, but rather that they aren't solved with alternative political systems. 
As Bell exemplifies: ”In Taiwan, the authoritarian Kuomintang (KMT) leader Chiang Ching-kuo 

 
63 Ibid., 90. 
64 Ibid. 
65 Ibid., 88. 
66 Ibid., 91. 
67 Ibid., 128. 
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cleaned up what had been one of the most corrupt systems in world history, but corruption actually 
worsened once the system democratized under Lee Teng-hui.”68 A quick conclusion could be that 
democracies are more corrupt than authoritarian regimes, but that would be rather impulsive. What 
this evidence seems to suggest is rather that (1) democracy is not a guarantee against corruption and 
(2) early-development countries might not be ripe for democracy, especially (or at least) in terms of 
fighting corruption. Even United States, the avant-garde of the liberal-democratic world, had high 
levels of corruption under its industrialization process in the late nineteenth century (i.e. when it was 
already a democracy).69 

A common critique of authoritarianism is that it is highly prone to corruption, because there 
are no immediate control mechanisms (through voting etc.), and there are lots of incentives and 
opportunities for rent-seeking. While our economic development evidence suggests that such 
generalization is at least doubtable, even if we assume that this holds true, remember here that we are 
distinguishing between authoritarianism and meritocracy (and it is the latter that we are currently 
analyzing China as), because the two are not necessarily each other equal. A meritocracy will tend to 
be authoritarian, because the system is not voting-based, but an authoritarian regime doesn't need to 
embrace meritocracy at all – it can be a strict military, theocratic or other kind of dictatorship, where 
promotion is not based on merit but rather military power, religious authority or the like. Like 
democracies, and unlike other types of authoritarian regimes, meritocracies can actually be argued to 
have some kind of control (or self-regulating) mechanisms in terms of fighting corruption. If officials' 
goal is to rise in the system (and corruption is unproductive), the administrative units that they're in 
charge of will perform worse, which will decrease their chances of getting promoted by engaging in 
corrupt enterprises such as taking bribes from businesses (to further their interests). Certainly, these 
control mechanisms were less effective at lower levels of development, but that seems the case for 
any political system (at least that we know of today). On the positive side, even though this is 
generally not labelled as corruption is democratic countries, the meritocratic system (as explained 
earlier) significantly decreases the influence of powerful interest groups through such as wealthy 
sponsors and donors. 

Nepotism is another often cited critique of China. Xi Jinping is the son of one of Mao's close 
friends and colleagues.70  So what are the extent and effects of nepotism in the Chinese political 
administration? This has actually been researched thoroughly, and studies indeed show that personal 
ties have an effect on officials' chance of promotion (though performance still matters much more, 
according to the studies), but this is mostly at higher levels of government (the higher, the more), 
meaning that the field already has been limited significantly by then.71  Other studies show that 
candidates who show loyalty to their superiors have a slightly higher chance of getting promoted, but, 
again, probably due to the superior's own interest in rising further in the system by performing well 
(and not hiring incompetent officials), superiors also tend to promote the most competent among the 
field of (loyal) candidates.72 
 
 
 
 

 
68 Ibid., 113. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Ibid., 208. 
71 Yang 2018, 88. 
72 Jia et al. 2015. 
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Testing – economic performance, political connections and official promotion 
In a study named “Does Performance Matter? Evaluating Political Selection along the Chinese 
Administrative Ladder” by Duan et al. from 2017, three economics researchers investigate the relative 
relationship between economic performance/political connections and official promotion at different 
layers of government (provincial, prefecture & county) between 1999 and 2007.73  They define 
‘economic performance’ as fiscal revenue and GDP growth relative to other same-level administrative 
units and code a ‘political connection’ when “when a prefectural (county) politician experienced a 
position change under the watch of the provincial (prefectural) party secretary who appointed them 
to the current positions in the first place, and zero otherwise,”74 such as when an official’s superior is 
promoted, and the superior promotes his/her former employees at a later stage.  

Through three different panel data set regressions, the three researchers find “[i]f political 
meritocracy based on local economic performance exists in China, [their] empirical analysis is only 
able to identify consistent evidence of its existence at the lower levels of government,” whereas 
political connections grow more important in terms of promoting officials at higher levels of 
government.75  (Full results for the three panel data sets can be seen in the appendix.)76  Though 
political connections do play a role, the results nevertheless “imply that the floor of ‘incompetence’ 
among higher-level officials is relatively high because most politicians must at the very least survive 
the promotion process when they serve at the lower levels of the Chinese political hierarchy,”77 so 
that essentially only highly competent officials are available for promotion at higher levels of 
government in the first place. That the effect of political connections mostly kicks in at higher levels 
of government might be due to an emergence of patron-client relationships in top politics in China, 
where factional divides are more profound than at lower levels.78 

Again, the meritocratic system is not perfect, but the whole point of this paper is that it seems 
to have been the least worst option at a given point in time. According to Daniel Bell, “[a]n often-
heard argument among Chinese intellectuals is that democracy should not be implemented now 
because of the prevalence of ‘low-quality’ Chinese farmers, but democracy will become more viable 
once Chinese people become more educated and urbanized.”79  If the Chinese society is ripe for 
democratization today is entirely a different discussion, but in explaining China’s economic 
development take-off, it seems like a reasonable argument that highly competent and knowledgeable 
government technocrats have known better than Chinese farmers with low, if even any, education – 
poor, war traumatized, desperate for change and potentially self-interested and prone to populism. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
73 Duan et al. 2017. 
74 Ibid., 16. 
75 Ibid., 31. 
76 See appendix. 
77 Duan et al. 2017, 31. 
78 Ibid. 
79 Ibid., 15. 
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Limits of democracy in development – the fairness and efficiency trade-off 
Daniel Bell, in chapter 1 of his book, refers to the famous Winston Churchill quote: ”Democracy is 
the worst form of government, except for all those other forms that have been tried from time to 
time.”80 That depends on the perspective. If fairness is the goal, Churchill's argument is hard to argue 
against: Everyone (eligible for voting) has an equal say – is that not the entire essence of fairness? 
Sure. But in the context of economic development, the answer might be different. For the democratic 
system to be at least equally supportive of economic development as the meritocratic system is, the 
average voter needs to be at least equally capable of evaluating candidates' relevant competences 
(which we already know are hard to determine in the first place) as the Chinese examinations and 
self-regulating (promotion through merit) mechanisms are. Now, as already shown, the Chinese 
system is flawed, and I am not trying to present it as being perfect. The flaws are effectuous and 
therefore also important to discuss. But probably no system is or will ever be perfect. In the following 
section, I will argue that, for all its fairness and egalitarianism, the democratic system is even more 
severely flawed in terms of selecting competent political leaders – and especially unfit for early-
development China with low levels of technology, education (relevant for access to and evaluation of 
information) etc. 
 

No corporation or university would pick a top leader without substantial leadership 
experience (and expertise) of some sort, preferably in the same field. Yet political power 
is an exception: it's fine to pick a leader with no prior political experience, so long as he 
or she has been chosen on the basis of one person, one vote.81 

 
The 'tyranny of the majority' 
According to Bell, ”Plato defended the idea that a minority of moral experts should rule. Just as a 
ship should be captained by a trained and competent experts, so the leaders of political communities 
should be trained in the philosophy of how to rule in a just way ...”82  (For our purpose, replace 
morality with competences relevant for economic development – again, the scope of the thesis.) He 
also points to J. S. Mill, ”who worried that irrational and self-interested majorities acting through the 
democratic process could use their power to oppress minorities and enact bad policies.”83 

He then refers to a more modern critique: ”Voting isn't like going to a movie; if I watch a bad 
movie, I waste my own time but do not impose costs on other people. In contrast, I vote for political 
leaders who exercise power not just over me but also over other members of the political community. 
Hence, I have a moral obligation to consider the legitimate interests of other people … the story goes, 
most people vote their pocketbooks.”84 However, as Bell points out, this idea of voting based on self-
interest is actually not always backed by the statistical evidence available – in fact, he refers to studies 
suggesting that ”voters tend to vote according to what they perceive to be the national common good 
rather than what they perceive to be in their self-interest.”85 So, the problem is ”not that most voters 
seek to maximize their self-interest, but rather that most voters lack the knowledge necessary to make 
informed political judgments.”86 

 
80 Ibid., 18. 
81 Ibid., 16. 
82 Ibid., 21. 
83 Ibid. 
84 Ibid., 23. 
85 Ibid. 
86 Ibid. 
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I will make several arguments for this – the first by referring to Jason Bennan's 
quote: ”Citizens are rationally ignorant:” ”Individual citizens have almost no power over government, 
and individual votes have almost zero expected utility. This, political knowledge does voters little 
good. Acquiring knowledge is costly and difficult … [and] when you realize that your vote makes no 
difference, you probably decide not to bother.”87 If voters, on the other hand, know that their vote 
would or could be decisive in terms of outcome, the average voter would be more encouraged to 
understand the substance.88 

But even if we assume that voters have sufficient time and motivation, psychologists have 
long talked about various cognitive biases that ”distort our judgment of the world”, such as the 
overconfidence in one's own human judgment (a ‘pervasive optimistic bias’).89  Bell quotes the 
previous Nobel Prize winner Daniel Kahnemann: ”Psychologists have confirmed that most peopel 
genuinely believe that they are superior to others on most desirable traits … The observation that '90% 
of drivers believe that they are better than average',” before presenting several examples such as 
entrepreneurs who generally, according to several studies, believe that their chances of failure are 
lower than average.90 

Another problem is how many voters look at experiments and failure: ”[S]uccessful 
democratically elected politicians often prefer to proclaim the unshakable truth of their convictions, 
and what ought to be seen as new thinking in response to new information is seen by voters as an 
indication of untrustworthy and unprincipled political player who can't stick to his or her views.”91 
On the other hand, ”[s]cientists are allowed – encouraged even – to change their minds” if they are 
presented with better evidence.92 Failure can be costly, but sometimes inevitable yet surmountable 
roadblocks on the way to success. More costly is only to stick with strategic choices based on false 
beliefs due to consideration of the public opinion. 
But even if voters recognize their own ignorance, studies in Thailand have for instance shown that 
while ”84.2% (of the survey participants) expressed confidence in their ability to participate in 
politics … 71.7% [among these] said they could participate even though they could not understand 
politics.”93 
 
The 'tyranny of the minority' 
Because the majority, as argued in the above section, lack either time or motivation (if not competence) 
to engage with politics, small interest groups, whether vocal political activist groups or wealthy 
business groups, will be able to influence the political process in an unproportional manner, ”either 
blocking change that's in the common interest or lobbying for policies that benefit only their own 
interest.”94 Especially money is a problem in many democratic countries. It is hard to argue against 
that donors and sponsors in political campaigns could feel inclined and also be able to influence the 
candidate in some way. Hardcore neoliberalists could argue that the special attention often paid to 
powerful interest groups, especially business, benefits the society by allowing for more ”job creation”, 
and sure job creation is valuable, but the ultimate goal of the corporation is to maximize profits – and 

 
87 Ibid., 24. 
88 Ibid. 
89 Ibid. 
90 Ibid. 
91 Ibid., 28. 
92 Ibid., 43. 
93 Ibid., 30. 
94 Ibid., 37. 
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not to benefit the society. That is in the best case a side effect. Thereby, the job creation could be, and 
often is, at the expense of policies that could have benefited the society even more. 

No systems, even authoritarian ones, seem completely immune to the power of interest groups. 
But we are comparing different systems here. In democratically inclined countries, candidates need 
votes, and for harvesting votes they need exposure, and for getting exposure they need money, and to 
getting money they often need to cater for powerful (wealthy) interest groups. In the Chinese 
meritocratic system, officials might have reason to listen to these groups – and grant them special 
favors – but only (subtracting corruption, which might be more related to level of development rather 
than form of government – or they might both have an effect) when such doings would benefit the 
economy in general. And again, if the official is so corrupt that it affects productivity within his/her 
administrative unit, the merit-based system will be likely to sort this person out. 
 
The 'tyranny of competitive individuals' 
‘Negative campaigning’ is a commonly referred fallacy of democracy: It is ”a feature of most 
elections, with politicians and political parties tainting electoral competitors with false and 
unsubstantiated allegations in order to saddle them with the disapprobation of the voters.” 95 
Such ”[e]lectoral political divisions generate ‘identity politics’ in which voting for a certain party 
becomes something akin to tribal identity.”96 Needless to say, this is counterproductive, as it disables 
many voters from basing their political priorities on facts rather than aversion (or in essence: feelings) 
towards political opponents of the candidate(s) they support. It disrupts social harmony, which 
increases the costs of cooperation in the society. Contrarily: ”social scientists in a wide array of fields 
maintain that Chinese characteristically value and strive for Confucian-style harmony in their 
everyday lives to a much greater degree than average Westerners do,” and ”there is a widespread 
agreement that harmony should be an important goal of government policy.”97 This also means that 
the workings of meritocracy could be culturally contingent, which I will discuss in a later section of 
this paper. A perfect example of this is Hong Kong, where society is characterized by many of the 
same Confucian values, but form of government is entirely different – formally a full-functioning 
democracy (though Beijing often is accused of limiting the field of candidates to its own advantage). 
In this way, we can isolate the variables to the highest possible extent. And even in Hong Kong, the 
individualist counterpart to China, ”55.3 percent of people surveyed by the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong in 2012 agreed that harmony should be the goal of development.”98 
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Economic federalism – fiscal decentralization 
 
Stimulating local competition in a semi-planned ecnomy 
An often-cited problem with (partly) planned economies like China is that they stifle competition. 
The common argument is that either SOEs lack incentives to undergo reform and/or the private sector 
(if such one exists) suffers from excessive regulation, poor infrastructure and/or poor business 
environment in general.99 Moreover, in centralized economies, the budgets for each administrative 
unit below top-level is often more or less solely decided by the central government, and most local 
incomes such as tax revenues go directly to the state that then redistributes resources through its fixed 
budgets. The central government might assess that one province either deserves or needs more 
resources than another province for one of many possible reasons. In this system, local governments 
(all other things held equal) have little incentives to reform their SOEs and attract private production 
or other private business, since their budgets are anyway fixed. Attracting business is risky and 
requires effort (mainly as in investment), if local governments succeed in attracting business in a fully 
centralized economy, they retain little to none of the ‘profits’. However, political centralization 
doesn't need to be coupled with political centralization, and this is exactly what China, as opposed to 
many other planned economies, have realized by introducing: decentralization of fiscal authority – in 
essence, allowing local governments to retain a certain amount of their tax revenues in order to 
increase their incentives to reform SOEs and attract private business (which in turn creates healthy 
competition between the local governments, so the theory says). 100  This strategy has been an 
important part of ”[a]ligning the interests of local governments with market development” after 
market reforms were initiated in China, and later on I will illustrate this by comparing with the case 
of Russia that underwent some of the same reforms with focus on (partly, economic) liberalization 
and privatization, but with central economic authority and with a different degree of success. 
 
The Chinese fiscal system – local-central government relationships 
First, I will then outline the modern history of fiscal development (centralization vs. decentralization) 
in China, beginning from pre-reform period (for our purpose, 1970's and on). According to Jin, Qian 
and Weingast, ”China's fiscal system has five hierarchical levels of government: (1) central; (2) 
provincial; (3) prefecture; (4) county; and (5) township (Jin et al. 2004: 1722). This is all a question 
of definition, since there are also administrative units on lower levels, such as villages, but for our 
purpose (understanding central-local governments dynamics as a function of fiscal (de)centralization), 
focusing on the major ones, mainly central and provincial, should be sufficient. The central 
government is unlikely to have direct relationships with administrative units below provincial level. 
In Jin et al.'s paper, they divide modern fiscal policy directions into three different phases: ”[T]he pre-
reform phase prior to 1979, the transitional phase of 1980-1993, and the post-1994 phase.”101 The 
three authors summarize the development of ‘central provincial fiscal relations’ in the following way: 
 

Prior to the reform of 1979, the fiscal relations between the central and provincial 
governments are best described as one of ‘unified revenue collection and unified 
spending’ … Basically, the provincial governments collected most of revenue generated 
from within the province, on average over 80%, which included taxes and (mostly) profits 

 
99 Jin et al. 2005. 
100 Ibid. 
101 Ibid., 1723. 
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from state-owned enterprises. Then the central government made a plan of spending for 
each province … Starting 1980, the central-provincial fiscal relations altered in a dramatic 
way. Between 1980 and 1993, the institution governing the central and provincial fiscal 
relations is the so called ‘fiscal contracting system’ … Under the fiscal contracting system, 
provincial governments entered into relatively long-term fiscal contracts (typically 5 
years) with the central government … First, ‘central fixed revenue’ was defined to include 
custom's duties, direct tax or profit remittance from the central government supervised 
state-owned enterprises (SOEs), and some other taxes. All other revenue falls under the 
heading ‘local revenue.’ … Second, the local revenue was then divided between the 
central and provincial governments according to pre-determined sharing schemes … 
Starting 1994, the ‘fiscal contracting system’ was replaced by ‘separating tax system.’ … 
[L]ocal revenue [was] redefined as revenues from local taxes and the local portion of 
shared taxes (emphasis added). The major local taxes are now the income taxes from all 
enterprises other than central government enterprises, business tax from the sales of 
services, and personal income tax. The most important shared tax [was] the value-added 
tax (VAT), of which 25% belongs to provincial government, uniform across provinces.102 

 
'Fiscal incentives' and growth – formulating the argument 
In explaining how ”fiscal incentives of local governments contribute to the local economic 
development,” the three authors argue that ”decentralization of authority has the benefits of more 
efficient use of dispersed local knowledge possessed by the local government.” 103 
However, ”decentralization of authority is meaningless if the central government takes away all 
revenue generated in the local government as a result of local government's action.”104 Thereby, the 
three authors suggest ”a link between fiscal incentives of local government and local development 
which is a function of government's policy.”105  They then set up the following example: y(Y(e)), 
where e is the effort by local governments, Y(e) is the value created by such efforts and y is the local 
revenue generated by the increased value of the efforts made.106 If the economy is fully centralized, 
y doesn't increase with e, but the more an economy is fiscally decentralized, the more y increases with 
e, creating incentives for local governments to do an extra effort in reforming SOEs and attracting 
private enterprise, in turn creating healthy competition between the local governments to build 
infrastructure and ease on regulatory measure in order to enhance the local business environment – 
and thereby economic development. Such efforts of course has a cost C(e), and such costs naturally, 
as in any other investment, need to be lower than the value of the outcome, before the investment 
makes sense.107 

They then denote vy as local revenue (incomes generated locally) and (1-v)y as central revenue 
(incomes dictated by central government  budgets), the marginal provincial retention rate (the amount 
by which the retention rate has increased after 'decentralization') as z, subsidies and/or fixed 
remittance paid by the local to the central government as R and transfers made by central to local 
government as T, so that the 'provincial government’s revenue retention' is given by zvy(e)-R and the 

 
102 Ibid., 1724. 
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'final local government's expenditure' by zvy(Y(e))-R+T.108 It is then assumed that ”local government 
maximizes local expenditure net cost of effort by choosing effort level e: 
 
max{zvy(e) – R – c(e) + T} (Jin et al. 2004: 1725). 
 
Also a concave shaped form of y(e) and a convex shaped form of c(e) is assumed, so that the ”optimal 
effort level e*, as well as the local economy Y(e*), is an increasing function of revenue retention rate 
z: 
 
de* / dz>0 
and 
dY(e*) / d>0, 
 
assuming that v is constant”109 (local revenue vy is deemed constant under the assumption that a shift 
in revenue retention rate isn't a free gift from the central government, but rather a restructuring that 
allows the local government to create more value for itself. Often the central government will 
restructure by giving a higher retention rate in return for paying less direct transfers, so that the local 
government, at year 0, receives the same, but has more autonomy/fiscal authority to expand its base 
in the future. This could potentially create a relationship between marginal revenue retention rate and 
transfers, deemed as a 'constant' by the above model, which could cause disturbances in the regression 
analysis. I will discuss this in the last part of this section) (Obs. These 'assumptions' are not written 
explicitly in their paper, but it is the only way that I can, logically, make sense of their argument.) 
 
Thereby, with this model, ”the larger the marginal fraction of revenues a local government is allowed 
to keep, the stronger the local government's incentives to increase its revenue base, which in turn 
means better government policy to pursue local economic prosperity.” 110  The model suggests 
that ”strong links between local expenditures and local revenue help align the interests of local 
governments to local development). 111  Besides, considering the local knowledge of local 
governments, there are actually extra benefits to reap by incentivizing local governments to take the 
initiative and develop the local economy (by decentralizing fiscal authority). In a highly centralized 
economy, the central government can roll out a nationwide policy, but ”[d]uring enforcement, local 
circumstances play an important role,”112  and if the central government doesn't incentivize local 
governments to implement the policy/ies meticulously as according to local conditions, the same 
policy might succeed in one province while failing in another, when it could have showed consistent 
results across provinces with proper local adaption in implementation. 

The above model departs from the ”conventional fiscal federalism”  view in the following 
way: As the conventional view ”recommends a centralized revenue collection together with 
decentralized expenditure system, allowing sizeable transfers from the central to local governments 
to fill the local revenue-expenditure gap,” it therefore ”implies no necessary relationship between 
local expenditure and local revenue generated.”113 

 
108 Ibid. 
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Initial tests: correlations between local revenue and expenditure 
The authors then use a panel data set, containing 29 provinces from 1970-1999 ”with a particular 
focus for the time period from 1982 to 1992”, since the decentralization was most consistent over 
time during this period (privatization started gradually after 1992, the ”experiment of a new tax 
system” incl. 4 large provinces were implemented in 1994, and even though authors attempt to adjust 
for these effects (simply by dropping the data points), the 1982-1982 analysis is both consistent and 
has more data points), which minimizes potential distortions in the quantitative analysis.114 The data 
is collected from the Ministry of Finance in China, which is the agency that have formulated the 
contracts between central and provincial government(s). 115  Since the dataset has following 
inconsistency: ”[P]rice subsidies were netted out from revenue and expenditure before 1986 but added 
to both revenue and expenditure afterward” (and ”[m]ost of the price subsidies are the central 
government's earmarked transfers to local governments,” the authors then ”exclude the price 
subsidies from the government expenditure data after 1986” and do similar adjustments, before they 
show the following summary statistics: (for further reference, see footnote).116 
 

117 
 
The authors study the effects of decentralization by looking for outcomes in the following two 
variables: ”changes in the share of contract workers in total state employment” and ”changes in the 
share of bonuses in total state employee wages.”118  Since incentive levels are hard to measure 
quantitatively, this is a kind of instrument for that. China, virtually, didn't start privatization of some 
SOEs before 1992, but many of them went through reforms such as ”hiring workers on contractual 
basis rather than giving them permanent positions” and use[ing] bonuses as a form of payment in 
addition to fixed salaries,” which both, according to the authors, ”were intended to improve workers' 
incentives.”119 
 
In the following section, the three authors then ”provide evidence showing that reform has 
strengthened the fiscal incentives of provincial governments through a stronger link between (ex post) 
provincial marginal revenue collection and marginal expenditure,” by ”look[ing] at the correlations 
between provincial ex post realized revenue and expenditure for both before and after 
(decentralization) reform.” 120  In other words, (before testing for the effect of so-called 'fiscal 
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incentives' on the local economy), 121  first step is to establish a relationship between fiscial 
decentralization policies and incentives for provinces to attract 'factors of production'.122  (seeing 
expenditure as equal to investment and assuming that such investment, or at least a fair share of it, 
are aimed at improving local business environments in one or the other way): 
 
(Local Expenditure)_it=αi + γi+  β(Local Revenue)it + μit, 
 
Where αi's are the provincial fixed effects and γi's are the year dummies, so that both effects that are 
constant over time but vary across provinces (such as for instance cultural, geographical differences 
etc.) and effects that are vary over time but are constant across provinces (such as nation-wide policies) 
are controlled for.123 β is the actual effect we're looking for and μit is the disturbance term for each 
data point. The following are the results: 
 

124 
 
The contrasts are stark. What the β means is that in the period before decentralization reforms (1970-
79), each time the revenue of a province increased by 1 yuan, it's expenditure (which we generally 
see as investment, whether in education, infrastructure, health care or the like – that all have effects 
on economic development, though some more long term than others) increased by 0.172 yuan, 
whereas after decentralization reforms, for every 1 yuan increased provincial revenue, the average 
province spent respectively 0.752 yuan more for the period 1982-91 and 0.998 yuan more for the 
period 1995-1999 in expenditure. All results are positive and significant at the 1% level and with a 
coefficient of determination (R2) on 93.0% for the fixed effects regressions. This corresponds with 
our theoretical expectations. Because provinces receive a larger share of the total tax revenue than 
before, even if their revenue base remains unchanged at first by the implementation of 
decentralization policies, their incentives to invest resources into growth-enhancing enterprises, 
because they now have more opportunities to increase their revenue base. Before, if they were risk-
willing and invested their resource into for instance building more and better infrastructure to attract 
private business or the like, the province would win little if the investment was successful but lose a 
lot if it failed. Therefore, with more fiscal authority, local governments are more incentivized to attract 

 
121 Ibid., 1735. 
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more business to the province (to increase their tax base), which requires investments into growth-
enhancing institutions (like infrastructure), which in turn creates healthy competition between the 
provinces. Some theorists have suggested that this competition might actually not be 'healthy', but 
instead create a 'race to the bottom', which is a theoretical possibility, but however inconsistent with 
our empirics – or at least it hasn't harmed the economic growth of the provinces.125 Remember that 
the period 1982-91 is not directly comparable with 1995-99 because of the reorganization of the tax 
system as previously mentioned (local revenue share shrank from 66% to 50%), but the two periods 
are still individually comparable with pre-reform period as a before-after-reform measure – only that 
the reform looked different in 1982-91 than in 1995-99 period (Jin et al. 2004: 1734). 
 
Do 'fiscal incentives' promote private sector growth? 
Having established the relationship between fiscal decentralization policies and incentives for 
provinces to attract factors or production, we can now begin to test for the effects of 'fiscal incentives' 
on the local economy, using the following model: 
 
Y_it=α_i + γ_i + δ'Z_it + σ'W_it-1 +  μ_it, 
 
where α_i + γ_i are still provincial specific effects and year dummies, Z's are, again, provincial 
marginal revenue retention rate (measuring 'fiscal incentives' as well as other potential variables 
included by fiscal decentralization), W_it-1's are the ”lagged GDP pr. capita” (to control for the level 
of development) and μ_it's are, again, disturbance terms (Jin et al. 2004: 1735). Running the first 
regression with two data set, one with ”growth of rural enterprise employment” and one with ”growth 
of non-state-non-agricultural employment” as dependent variable, the authors get the following result: 
 

126 

 
125 Ibid., 1721. 
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Table 5's Column 1 ”reveals that fiscal decentralization has positive effects on the development of 
non-state enterprises,” Column 2 “shows that fiscal incentives also have positive and significant 
effects on the development of non-state enterprises,” and Column 3 shows that it isn't ”possible that 
the fiscal incentive variable simply picks up the (theoretically: other potential) effect(s) from 
decentralization) by controlling for fiscal decentralization. 127  ”Quantitatively,” the authors 
conclude, ”if the marginal revenue retention rate in a province increases by 10 percentage points, then 
the growth rate of non-state enterprises in that province would increase by 1.01 percentage points, 
when it is measured for rural enterprises only; and 0.97 percentage points, when measured for both 
rural and urban non-state enterprises.”128 

The authors then check the robustness of their estimations by running ”parallel regressions 
replacing the continuous marginal retention rate variable with a dummy variable” in order to ”reduce 
the impacts of the possible error-in-variable problem in the measurement of the underlying 
variable:” ”The dummy fiscal incentive variable takes value 1 if the marginal retention rate is 100% 
and 0% otherwise.”129 The results can be seen in the above ‘Table 5’, Column 4 & 5. The evidence 
shows a similar positive & significant relationship between provincial marginal revenue retention rate, 
meaning that the potential error-in-variable problem is either non-existing or non-significant. 
 
Do 'fiscal incentives' promote public sector reforms? 
Having established, under the given assumptions, that 'fiscal incentives' have a positive and 
significant effect on growth of the private sector, we now turn to investigate the public. Running the 
same regression, but with ”change in share of contract workers in total state employment” 
and ”change in the share of bonuses in total employee wages” as dependent variables (for each 
respective data set), the results are displayed below: 
 

130 
At first, fiscal decentralization seem to have ”no significant effects on both measures of reform,” as 
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seen in Column 1 of both panel sets.131  ”However,” the authors continue, ”fiscal incentives have 
positive and significant effects in the specification for the change of the share of contract workers in 
total state employment,” as seen in Column 2 for Panel A data set, ”even after controlling for fiscal 
decentralization.” 132  In essence, the results imply that ”[a] 10 percentage point increase in the 
marginal revenue retention rate in a province is associated with a 0.50 percentage point increase in 
the share of contract workers.”133 For the ”change of the share of bonuses in total employee wages, 
incentives still have positive and significant effects,” as seen in Column 2, Panel B data set, ”except 
that the statistical significance is lost after controlling for fiscal decentralization,” Column 3, Panel B 
data set.134 Once again, 'fiscal incentive' variables are replaced with corresponding dummy variables 
(Column 4 & 5 for both panel sets), and again, ”[f]iscal incentives still have positive and significant 
effects for the change of the share of bonuses in total employee wages in total state employment,” 
Column 4, Panel A, ”even after controlling for for fiscal decentralization,” Column 5, Panel A, ”but 
not for the change of the share of bonuses in total employee wages,” Column 4 & 5, Panel B.135 
 
Testing for endogeneity – direction of causation 
Let's now turn to any potential endogeneity problems: For instance, one could think of a scenario 
where provinces, instead of higher revenue retention rates leading to economic growth, were awarded 
a higher share of the amount of tax collected within their jurisdiction (i.e. a higher marginal retention 
rate) according to their per capita GDP, for instance, so that wealthier provinces got to keep a higher 
share of the tax collected locally, incentivizing to find new/other ways of achieving economic 
growth.136 To check for this, the three authors ”regress marginal retention rates on the lagged growth 
rates of the non-state sector and on the lagged reform variables in the state sector respectively:” 
 

137 
 
and find that GDP pr. capita were, if anything, actually rather associated with lower marginal retention 
rates. 
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Implications of results 
The above tests clearly show that under our given assumptions, an increased provincial marginal 
revenue retention rate will result in growth in employment within the private sector, while the effect 
on reforms (specifically, performance encouraging compensation mechanisms) within the public 
sector is, at best, doubtful. What this seems to suggest is that Chinese-style political administration, 
at least in China, may only work (or at minimum: works best) if coupled with some degree of the 
previously discussed institutional reforms, in this case privatization & liberalization policies. These 
are important findings for developing countries that wish to follow the path of Chinese development. 
It does not, however, mean that the public sector in China is unsuccessful, but rather that fiscal 
incentives are inadequate in explaining its success – a degree of success which is also up for 
discussion. The ‘success’ of Chinese SOEs could though be attributed to the targeted industrial 
policies by the central government as suggested by the developmentalist doctrine. 

While privatization & liberalization might be important for Chinese-style political 
administration (in this case: fiscal decentralization) to encourage economic development, the whole 
point of this paper is rather to show the significance of Chinese-style political administration for 
carrying out of these reforms. This is a confusing task in itself: On one hand, I am discussing how 
China successfully has fostered a competitive business environment in a semi-planned economy, 
while on the other hand, I discuss how Chinese political administration has set off private sector 
growth. But this is exactly what characterizes Chinese development: In rough terms, macro-level 
state-centrism and micro-level privatization (in economic terms, that is). 
 
The limits of 'fiscal incentives' 
A similar study has been carried out on Russia for about the same time period (1982-1992), but with 
significantly different results. 138  Russia has similar revenue sharing scheme structures between 
central and provincial governments, but however dissimilar structures between provincial (or in her 
terminology: regional) and below-provincial-level (local) governments: 
 

[T]he revenue of the Russian government at sub-national levels depend on the distribution 
of bargaining power …  [and] budget funds of local governments are independent of their 
efforts to raise additional own revenue  … In most regions, the portions of shared taxes 
and the amounts of transfers are not determined on the basis of a fixed formula, and vary 
both over time and across localities … Regional authorities set target levels of 
expenditures for localities depending on past experience.139 

 
The study shows that ”revenue sharing between regional and local governments provides local 
governments with no incentive to increase tax base or provide public goods.”140 In her conclusion, 
the author ponders over her findings: ”Local officials have not been given sufficient responsibility 
for their decisions on expenditures and have not been granted the right to raise their own revenues.”141 
We can thus conclude that, to the extent by which the Russian is generalizable, fiscal incentives need 
to be implemented at the local level as well in order for central-provincial government revenue 
sharing schemes to be supportive of economic growth (or at least they will not support growth if not 
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also implemented at local level). 
 
Critics 
Authors such as Hongbin Cai and Daniel Treisman have criticized the findings of Jin et al., especially 
for their statistical methods.142 The following are my own observations, inspired by their critique.143 
Returning to the model for 'final local government expenditure' zvy(Y(e))-R+T (where z is the 
marginal retention rate, vy is the local revenue (before sharing with the central government), Y(e) is 
the value to a local government created by its 'efforts', R is remittance paid by the local to the central 
government and T are transfers made by the central to the local government), there are, according to 
the model, five variables which can lead to an increase in expenditures (which, it is assumed, equals 
investments into public goods that, in turn, enables and thereby attracts business, especially private) 
by the local government: (1) by having its local revenue vy increase, (2) by having its marginal 
revenue retention rate z increased, (3) by having its remittance fixed payments to the government R 
decreased or (4) by having its transfers paid by the central government T increased. 

In order to prove that the marginal retention rate z really is an independent variable in 
explaining a local government's expenditures (and thereby invest more into business enabling 
infrastructure, for instance), the remaining variables need either to be fixed/constant or to not be 
interacting with marginal retention rate z. If a variable is interacting with z and isn't constant, we can't 
isolate z, because we don't know if the effect has been caused by z or the interacting variable. If the 
variable is constant, interactive or not, we can still isolate z, because it will be the same no matter the 
z. 

In our model, at first, we have 2 variables interacting with z: (1) the local revenue vy and (2) 
the value created by the local government's 'efforts' Y(e). It seems safe to assume that the local 
government, on average, will put the same effort into implementing a policy, regardless of the policy. 
Some officials, and some local governments, might have interests specific for their unique position, 
but this is an average. Policies deemed especially important by the central government might 
encourage more effort, but we are controlling for effort as an effect of policy type rather than 
intimidation by the central government. Then comes the local revenue: The assumption is that local 
revenue vy is constant, because (again, not explicitly mentioned, but the only way that I could make 
sense of Jin et al.'s argument) an increased revenue retention rate isn't a 'free gift' from the central 
government, but rather an opportunity for the local government to increase its tax base and thereby 
revenues by investing in the future, why the fiscal decentralization, as a rule, will include less direct 
transfers from central to local governments, which also makes perfect sense: You keep a larger share 
of your own revenue, while we keep a larger share of ours. After all, the point of the policies were 
not to grant direct capital boosts to local governments, but rather to increase their incentives to invest 
in business enabling infrastructure, for instance, to expand its tax base from year 0 and into the future. 
This assumption is, in itself, not the problem. The problem arises When transfers paid by central to 
local government T is deemed as a constant in the model zvy(Y(e))-R+T, since it arguably interacts 
with the marginal revenue retention rate z. Another problem, that Cai and Treisman also pointed out 
(and which inspired my critique), is that local revenue vy (income generated locally) also is deemed 
constant by Jin et al.144  Cai and Tresman point out that local revenue, in the given time period, 
was ”anything but fixed:” 
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First, it ”fell in the 1980s as the central authorities changed the rules to increase their revenues. Under 
fiscal contracting, before revenues were shared, certain 'central fixed revenues' were reserved for the 
center. These included customs duties, some taxes, and remittances or profit taxes paid by the center's 
'own' state-owned enterprises. During the 1980's the central government increased the scope of central 
fixed revenues, shrinking the pool available for sharing. Consequently,” they continue, local 
revenues ”fell from about 85 percent of total budget revenues to about 60 percent” during the given 
time period.145 
 
These observations indeed casts doubts on the explanatory power of model in terms of determining 
the extent of the fiscal incentives effects on local governments expenditures, but hardly the (positive) 
direction of the effect. Even if central-local government transfers decrease with increased marginal 
detention rates, (and local revenues decrease as result of other, exogenous variables,) less revenues 
and transfers to local governments can hardly account for increased expenditures on the other side of 
the equation. On the contrary, less revenues and transfers to local governments would rather lead to 
less expenditure, suggesting that the effect of fiscal incentives might even be more profound than we 
thought at first, since the less transfers and revenues to local governments (if my assumptions hold 
true: positive correlation between revenues & received transfers and expenditures) would 'offset' 
some of the positive effects by fiscal incentives. The model could nevertheless, advantageously, be 
revisited in the future. 
 

Autonomosity of government 
 
Effective adoption & implementation of desired policies 
Returning to Daniel Bell, as he notes in Chapter 1 of his book: Political Meritocracy and the Limits 
of Democracy, Western commentators tend to set up a dichotomy between 'good' democratic and 'bad' 
authoritarian regimes.146 Again, I highlight Winston Churchill's famous quote, which captures the 
mainstream opinion on democracy vs. other forms of government in the West very well: ”Democracy 
is the worst form of government, except for all the other forms that have been tried from time to 
time.”147 As I also admitted earlier in this thesis, this seems incredibly hard to dispute – if fairness is 
the goal. And it makes sense for wealthy, Western societies to discuss fairness (as in egalitarianism, 
in practice often defined as a combination of 'equal rights' and 'redistribution of resources') – because 
they can afford it. 

Contrary to many Western commentators' depiction of China's 'evil' communist government, 
China don't repress certain minorities and political opponents out of mere sadist inclinations, but 
simply because granting political rights is a costly affair and thereby hard to couple with processes of 
'catching up' that, by nature, emphasizes efficiency of development processes. This especially applies 
to the case of China: As large and diverse a country as it is, granting more than 1 billion people equal 
rights in 1979, when reforms began, would have slowed down the speed of economic development 
significantly. (Again, I am not building a case against democratic rule – if people in prosperous 
nations democratically agree that redistribution of wealth is good, they should pursue that goal. My 
point is simply that wealth needs to be created, before it can be redistributed, and that that can happen 
in a slower but more fair or in a faster but less fair way, where China has chosen the latter path, and 
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that is exactly the point of this thesis: To present factors that have contributed to Chinese growth. 
China's inequality 'issues' is likely a fair critique, but remember that I am explaining Chinese growth 
mainly from a GDP perspective, though a discussion of what 'development' really is would be 
interesting in another paper. 

There exists a natural trade-off between fairness and efficiency (efficiency as in speed of 
development. Let's take the example of the establishment of high-quality hard infrastructure systems 
in China, such as roads, ports, airports, railways etc., as these are probably the most fundamental 
prerequisites for exchange of goods to happen. In building railways across China, the central 
government can more or less draw a line on the map, expropriate land from a 'few' farmers, hire 
contract workers with no insurance & poor equipment, hire a lot of them, and get to work. In a 
(Western style) democratic country, the decision-making process constitutes first obstacle: Unless the 
government enjoys absolute majority in the parliament, which rarely is the case in Western 
democracies, it needs to strike compromises with political peers (or potentially opponents), who 
might sit with substantially differing political interests. Content, budget and implementation is 
negotiated, and some parties might set up terms & conditions for their support (i.e. they want 
something in exchange). These processes take both time and resources, but ensures a fair process vis-
à-vis the voters who, after all, are the ones for the politicians (with their mandates) to represent. The 
outcome of from such these negotiations will, at least theoretically, be somewhat proportionate with 
the distribution of political mandates in the parliament. When the decision is finally made, the local 
administrative units might protest – they might think, for instance, that the railway would bother the 
inhabitants of their villages/cities/etc., and because many democratic countries are politically 
decentralized (not to confuse with China's fiscal decentralization, which is more a question of how to 
implement central policies), the implementation process could step here, or at least it will be halted. 
If not, the local politicians, the inhabitants as well as other sympathizers around the country might 
use from a comprehensive set of protest measures to gather public support against the new policy. 
Populist parties might pick up this sentiment and use it against the government in power, or the 
government might become populist itself and roll back the policy. But for the sake of our thought 
experiment, let's say that the policy is adopted at local level as well. Since people have private 
property and anti-discrimination rights, the government can't just expropriate land – or let a railway 
run through people's backyard. It is then left with the decision to let the railway zigzag through the 
country or to negotiate compensation with land owners that hold private land property in the desired 
construction areas. If just one land owner refuses to negotiate, at least in a democratic utopia. The 
government needs find a new place to build the railway. But again, let's assume that they actually 
negotiate their way out of this. Workers are hired. If labor rights are seen as democratic rights, then 
the state will need to provide insurances and expensive safety equipment, which, again, is fair but 
also costly. But let's just say that they aren't. Before the construction work even began, there might 
have been elected a new government, who gathered a majority to alter or even roll back the policy, 
and the railway was never built. The Chinese government, on the other hand, can set a policy direction 
and implement it – no looking back. How to also ensure that the specific policies adopted are pro-
growth will be topic of discussion in later parts of this section. But what features actually characterize 
this type of government, and how can we theoretically explain its low costs of mobilization & 
implementation? That I will seek to answer in the following parts of this section. 
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Patron-client networks – keeping interest groups from the plate 
The more centralized power is, the less 'patrons' need to strike compromises with their 'clients'. 
Authoritarian regimes are not automatically exempted from patron-client networks, and this is why I 
have decided to name this section: ”Effective” instead of simply ”authoritarian government”, for it is 
the Chinese government's ability to adopt & implement pro-growth policies with low costs of 
mobilization & implementation that I want to emphasize – and not the nature of its form of 
government. To be fair, democratic regimes can, in theory, be effective to some degree as well (such 
as if government enjoys absolute majority), and, on the contrary, authoritarian regimes can be 
controlled by minorities such as the military elite or religious clerics, if not simply business groups. 
As we have already discussed earlier, candidates in democratic elections are often dependent on the 
resources of powerful interest groups in order to communicate their political programs through the 
media etc. (and eventually become elected), and this is a type of patron-client relationship. An 
example of a patron-client relationship in a more authoritarian context is Saudi Arabia, where the 
persons in power, the royal family, to a high degree depend on the endorsement of the religious, as 
I've covered in a previous paper submitted at the Copenhagen Business School.148 Unless democratic 
governments enjoy absolute majority, which again is more the exception than the rule, authoritarian 
governments have higher chances of being effective (rolling out their policies as they envision it), but 
this matters little if they are dictated by powerful interest groups – in a potentially un- or even 
counterproductive way. Therefore, the relatively unique trait of the Chinese government – that enables 
growth – is not its authoritarian nature alone, but its ability to curb interests of interests groups in 
society, such as business, religion and political opposition, which in turn is back by the regime's 
authoritarian nature that ensures a low cost of implementation of its political program. 
 
The 'autonomous government' 
This is, according to Yao Yang, professor and dean at the (Chinese) National School of Development 
and director of the China Centre for Economic Research, Peking University, describes as 
an ”autonomous government,” i.e. one that ”does not form an alliance with, and is not captured by, 
any interest group in society.”149 That China should not be influenced by any interest group in society 
is probably a stretch, and it is with general precaution that I include Yao Yang's arguments in my 
literature (since he, for instance, ends his own discussion on potential corruption issues in the Chinese 
system by presenting CCP as intrinsically anti-corrupt: ”CPC is a highly institutionalized political 
party. The actions of an individual are subject to party discipline and the laws of the country. The 
party has a rectification mechanism and remains on high alert for misconduct,”150 which may hold 
some truth, but is at the very minimum an oversimplification and neglection of the corruption issues 
that has faced CCP throughout the years, especially at early stages of development. He also more or 
less automatically denotes Chinese economic policies as 'inclusive', and China indeed deserve merit 
for lifting hundreds of millions of peasants out of poverty, but from a more democratic (if not human 
rights) point of view, Chinese development has been at the expense of certain minorities, who have 
had their land expropriated etc. – and caused massive inequality, which at least deserves to be 
mentioned in a discussion on economic 'inclusiveness'). (In another article, Yang mentions, with no 
backing, that China ”does not lack … popular political participation [or] even genuine democracy.”151 

 
148 Fleury, Jönsson & Waldemarsson 2019 
149 Yang 2018, 81. 
150 Yang 2018, 86. 
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Even though democratic experiments are more and more common in China, these mostly remain 
experiments – and only at the lowest levels, such as in villages, and often only as long as the 
candidates are not too controversial.) Since the literature is scarce, I will, however, include his 
definitions and theories to the extent that I see them fit with the empirics of Chinese post-1978 
development, but be careful about his assumptions and/or conclusions. 

Contrary to an autonomous government is, according to Yang, a 'biased' government: ”[O]ne 
that represents the interests of a minority in society,” which ”in most cases … is a product of patron-
client politics.”152 Again, this ranges between anything from a military dictatorship to a democracy 
with very powerful business groups influencing the political process. In Yang's own words: 
 

The patrons are powerful characters who monopolize political and economic resources 
and hand them to their clients in exchange for political support and material benefits. 
Politics thus becomes a transaction between individuals, rather than political competition 
for the purpose of a common good. In a country dominated by patron-client politics, the 
status of the ruler depends on the depth of his or her personal political networks as well 
as the amount of political and economic benefits he or she can offer to the clients in the 
networks.153 

 
Besides, ideally, not forming an alliance with interest groups, an autonomous government 
is ”impartial towards different segments of society, but may have its own interests and agendas.”154 
Figure 5.1 is a simplified illustration of when/how an autonomous government will emerge.155 He 
explains it in the following way: 
 

[Assume] there are two groups in society. Each has a certain amount of political power 
(the ability to mobilise or organize to defeat other groups), denoted by vi, i = 1, 2. The 
government also has a certain amount of political power (mobilisation, suppression and 
other such abilities), denoted by v … If one of the two groups (vi, i = 1, 2) has stronger 
political power than the government (v), this group is able to replace the government. At 
this time, only if the government and the second group form an alliance, and the political 
power of this alliance is equal to or greater than that of the first group, can the government 
be protected from being replaced.156 

 
This is captured by the equation: v ≥ | v1 – v2.157 Let's say that v1 & v2 struggle to win government v. 
The reason why we subtract the power of v2 from the power of  v1 is that we are interested in the 
marginal power of v1 over v2. If  v1 scores, say, 5 in power p, v2 scores 2 and v scores 4, even though 
v1 has the greatest power (p=5), it still cannot challenge the government (p=4) alone, since the 
government can then form an alliance with v2 (p=3) and outstruggle v1: vp=4 + v2p=2 > v1p=5. The 
alliance between government v and power group v2 scores 6 in power, while the single-standing most 
powerful group v1 'only' scores 5. Therefore, it cannot challenge government alone. The most 
powerful group v1 can now attempt to form government in two ways: (1) by seeking alliance with the 
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current government v or (2) by seeking alliance with its competitor v2. The last option seems unlikely, 
not only because of the potential frictions between the parties, but from a game points perspective, 
the current government has the second-highest power score of all and will, in case v1 forms an alliance 
with v2, always seek to outcompete v2 and offer v1, in return for forming a new alliance, a more 
powerful government (because v and v1 are the two most powerful actors), which v1 can be in 99% 
control of, so that v retains 'only' 1%, but still is better off than with 0% if v1 & v2 forms an alliance. 
The government is captured by powerful interest groups in society and is not autonomous. 
 
In order for a government to be autonomous, the following condition needs to apply: v ≥ | v1 + v2. 
Consider the below illustration: 
 

158 
 
In the above graph, the sharp-pointed 'tube' along the 45° line is the power of the government: the 
wider the tube, the greater the power.159 And the bigger the difference between v1 and v2, the less they 
are likely to challenge the current government in place. If the difference in power (assuming one can't 
have 'minus' power) is larger than the power of the government, the most powerful group can, as 
previously shown, easily take over government on its own. If the difference in power is smaller than 
the power of the government, but (at least) one of the groups individually (before subtraction) has 
greater power than the government, the most powerful group will, as shown before, be able to form 
an alliance with the current government to form a new one. However, if the government's power is 
greater than the interest groups' power combined (even though they are unlikely to cooperate), there 
is no way that that the marginal power of a group can be greater than the power of the government or 
that any group outside government can be the most powerful. Thereby, there are no incentives for the 
current government to step down or to form alliances, and an autonomous government can be formed. 

The extent of the government's power is captured by the above illustration. The lightly lined 
area  v = v1 + v2 is the extent to which the power of the government 'matches' the power of the two 
interest groups from our example, whole the more heavily squared area is the marginal power of the 
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government. Here, as Yang puts it, ”the government can do as it please.”160 The greater the power of 
the government – relative to the competing groups – the larger the squared area (and the more the 
autonomous power). This example was as simplified one. Yang concludes: ”A government with 
greater power can accommodate a more unequal political structure. These conclusions are also valued 
when more than two groups exist.”161 
 
China – an 'autonomous government'? 
Part of China's success can be explained by its government's ability to pursue pro-growth policies 
with little or no resistance from groups in society, a central feature of the autonomous government. 
First and foremost, there was a strong consensus among political figures in China over the 
significance of economic growth, also known as the 'Growth Consensus': 
 
”Since the Opium War, a strong China ha[d] been the dream of several generations of Chinese leaders. 
Its encounter with the western powers in the 1800s taught China the painful lesson that without 
economic power, it would be bullied by others.”162 While economic growth had been ”interrupted by 
civil wars, the Japanese invasion, and the 'incompetence' of the Guomintang government (quotation 
marks added) … [t]he establishment of the People's Republic [of China] in 1949 gave the country a 
chance to concentrate on economic growth, but the dream was shattered repeatedly by political 
movements,” by which Yang probably means Mao's surges against the intellectual & capitalist 'elite' 
throughout his rule. However, when ”[w]hen the pragmatic leadership centered around Deng 
Xiaoping in the late 1970s finally enabled China to pursue its century-long dream of economic 
prosperity.”163 
 
A cynical observant would nevertheless note that Mao's purges, for all the human lives it costed and 
though it indeed delayed the growth set off by several decades, had actually created the foundation 
for a strong elite consensus, as China had transformed from a highly unequal class society, both in 
terms of wealth, rights, power etc., and into an almost completely egalitarian society, where virtually 
no groups in society were capable or even willing to challenge the government. Combined with the 
long-standing wish throughout China to rerise to economic prosperity and escape the bullying by 
foreign 'colonial' powers, the egalitarian social structures were, ironically enough, a significant factor 
in enabling for the market reform policies that would later creative massive inequality throughout 
Chinese society. But Deng Xiaoping was able to gather an elite consensus around these policies (he 
even openly advocated for 'communist' China to ”let some people get rich first”164 - a capitalist mantra, 
but no group in society was powerful enough to challenge him and his followers). As China has risen 
to prosperity, and its society has grown more and more unequal, more and more Chinese, especially 
those with inclinations towards Hong Kong and/or Taiwan, start to question the legitimacy of an 
authoritarian 'communist' regime in a relatively advanced & well-functioning capitalist society, there 
are factions within the party, and powerful pockets do exist outside of government, but CCP has 
however been able to keep this at a very minimum, especially keeping in mind the capitalist nature 
of the society. This can, among many other factors, be attributed to the foundation laid by Mao 
between 1949-1976 that, in a very ironic way, eventually allowed Deng Xiaoping to adopt relatively 
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controversial policies without any significant resistance either inside or outside of government. In 
fact, his reform ideas were brought about in a very smooth and astute way: 
 

To win popular support in the party, Deng Xiaoping initiated the 'truth debate' at the end 
of 1978. The issue was not a debate on whether to have more markets, but was framed in 
a philosophical discussion about the sources of truth. This proved to be a wise political 
strategy; it disguised the true intention under a classical Marxist issue, preempting a 
rejection by the conservatives to the debate. The conclusion was that there could be only 
one source of truth, and that was practice. Thus, a door was opened to experiment and 
change.165 

 
In this way, Deng was able to criticize the ideological dogmatism under Mao's era, which leads me 
to another point that also, in part, has enabled China's autonomous government: The focus on 
pragmatism rather than ideology makes it hard for political opponents to mobilize a resistance against 
CCP, since it virtually can only compete with the current government on its economic performance 
(there is also human rights performance, but that is most often overshined by economic performance, 
especially in China). The Chinese economy since 1978 and until this day has represented a selective 
mix of state interventionalism and free-marketism. A prime example is the dual price systems 
introduced since reforms were initiated in 1978: When (partly) liberalizing the agricultural sector, the 
government allowed only farmers to sell at market prices (high than the state-fixed quota prices) after 
certain quotas had been met.166  In that way, the Chinese government was able to catch both the 
'sufficiency' effects of planning (to ensure that enough grain was produced – contrary to if farmers, 
as free economic actors, realized that there were other, more profitable enterprises out there) and 
competition effects of the free markets. A similar example has been seen as regards to the dual 
exchange rate system, in place between 1984-1994, where the ”central government maintained an 
official exchange rate, but at the same time opened a swap market in Shanghai where enterprises had 
some freedom” to buy and sell foreign exchange at close-to-market rates.167 The foreign exchange 
debate is often ideological: There is the protectionist/national conservative (in economic terms) camp, 
advocating to make foreign exchange more expensive, so that people will spend domestically, and 
our trade balance remains positive, and then there is the more liberal camp that believes in 
comparative advantage etc. - that: ”Yes, we pour money out of the country, but we get things cheaper, 
which enables us to buy more – whether domestically or internationally – which makes us richer in 
the end”. However, the Chinese government, between 1984-1994, went beyond this dichotomy and 
promoted exports by devaluating the Chinese yuan (to make it cheaper for foreign investors & 
consumers),which initially would make foreign exchange more expensive (less foreign exchange pr. 
Chinese yuan), but the dual price system then ensured that Chinese enterprises, even those who sold 
to the West, could secure foreign exchange at market prices in Shanghai, so that they could buy cheap 
inputs overseas, produce their goods and sell them to Westerners, who were more willing to buy, 
because they could secure more Chinese yuan pr. foreign currency than what the market prescribed.168 
They also quickly eradicated the system, when corrupt officials started using it for rent-seeking 
purposes – instead of clinging themselves to some ideological argument.169 If it didn't work, then they 
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tried something else – that was the experimental nature back then. There are many more examples 
such as the also previously mentioned reforms of SOEs, emergence of semi-private Township & 
Village Enterprises in the 80s etc. The point is not that no competing group in society can be smarter 
than the current Chinese government, but that the points on which it can call out the government is 
narrowed down to that. The current government has had so much success with pragmatism that 
dogmatism and ideology won't stand much chance. 
 
Who ensures a pro-growth direction of economic policies? 
In a terminology and also argumentation close to that of the 'autonomous government', Yao Yang 
argues that the autonomous government of China, for instance, is more likely to adopt pro-growth 
strategies, because it is 'disinterested', i.e. it does not show special care/give special attention to certain 
interest groups in society, but has its own agendas and 'self'-interest that it can pursue more or less to 
the fullest extent.170 This is not to be confused with a 'neutral' government that has no interests, for it 
may have its own interests. And because it does not have to cater to certain minorities of society in 
order to survive (compounded by its authoritarian nature – it does not, to the same degree as 
democratically elected government, have to produce quick, short-term results that might be riskier in 
the long run), but can, again, relative to democratically elected governments (it still needs to satisfy 
certain short-term needs to disincentivize social uproar and the like), focus on providing public goods 
that benefit as many people as possible in the long run. Again, in reality, no it is not entirely free from 
interests of powerful groups in society, and no do entirely 'as it pleases' without risking a response 
from the public, but the point is that the cost of doing these are smaller than for competing types of 
government, especially considering the certain historic-cultural conditions of China, which I will 
discuss in later parts of this thesis. 
 
So, if a government is disinterested, it can pursue its own interests, and if it is autonomous, it has 
larger maneuvering space to do so. But what about competence? Does the disinterest from other 
groups of society also produce competent, knowledgeable leaders with high managing and social 
skills? The short answer is: No. Not necessarily. The world has seen many more or less autonomous 
governments who have failed quite dramatically in producing sustainable growth, or any growth at 
all. Mao's government is one example, though it made some economic advances. But what Mao, and 
other 'failed' autonomous governments, didn't have was the meritocratic official promotion system. 
The meritocratic system in China has a long and complex history, but in short, it lived in various 
forms under most dynasties, but was set back during the Chinese Civil War (1927-1949) and almost 
completely eradicated during the Mao era (1949-1976), before it was restored again during the reform 
period. To the conservative communist faction, the meritocratic official promotion system represented 
exactly those Confucian values that they, as a working-class party, were fighting against – and 
ironically enough what the same party embraces today: That the intellectual elite simply knows best 
what's good for the country. In ancient times: That the country should be ruled by 'virtuous' and 'noble' 
aristocrats, but in a modern context: That it should be ruled by competent and knowledgeable 
technocrats. 

The potential cultural contingencies of political systems where respect for/acceptance of 
authorities is central, which is highly relevant for this section of my thesis, but also for the one on 
meritocracy, will be discussed at a lager stage of this paper. 
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Mutual complementarities and dependencies 
There are various relationships between my three factors for a growth-enhancing political 
administration (dynamics/mechanisms for (1) competent leadership, (2) competitive local business 
environments and (3) efficient/effective government) that are relevant for discussion. First of all, they 
obviously complement each other well. For instance, the effects of fiscal decentralization (factor ‘2’) 
are more profound if the leaders in the certain administration are more competent (factor ‘1’), the 
effects of fiscal decentralization (factor ‘2’) are more profound, the better the specific policies are 
designed as result of competent leadership (factor ‘1’), and an autonomous government (factor ‘3’) 
is naturally better with a competent leadership in place (factor ‘1’), the alternative potentially 
disastrous. 
 However, it is possible that the competitive edge of China’s political administration shall be 
found in the inter-dimensions between the three factors, so that they not only complement each other 
in a 2+2=4 manner, but actually strengthen the effect of one another, so that 2+2 equals more than 4, 
if the variables potentially interact with each other (a+b+(a*b)=??). Assuming that promotion is an 
incentive for an official to increase the performance of his/her administrative unit, a fiscal 
decentralization policy that allows the official to increase his/her tax revenue base as a result of a 
better investment environment (for attracting private business) will increase his/her incentives to do 
so, the more the reward for promotion through economic performance is (i.e. the fiercer the inter-
official competition is). The inter-official competition collides with ‘fiscal incentives’ to improve 
local investment environments in that local officials have more room to display their competences 
(more weight is given to their competences in the equation, and competences will be a more important 
part of the competition), which in turn increases their incentives to develop the local economies and 
vice versa. In this way, not only are officials encouraged to increase economic performances by 
rewards in form of promotions, and not only are local officials incentivized to develop the local 
economies as a result of fiscal decentralization (more economic autonomy), but also are competitive 
tournaments between officials incentivizing local officials across administrative units to develop the 
local economies (in terms of better investment climates), and also are incentives to develop the local 
economies increasing the competition between officials across administrative units. This is the 
interactive ‘a*b’ variable in my previous equation that accelerates the profoundness of each individual 
effect, whether positive or negative. 
 There are arguably also mutual dependencies. Just as official promotion tournaments and 
fiscal decentralization systems potentially have mutually strengthening effects, then certainly also 
depend on each other for positive effects, again assuming that officials strive for promotion. If 
officials are not rewarded through promotional tournaments, their incentives to develop the local 
economies as a function of fiscal decentralization may be little, if existing at all. And the less the 
officials are actually able to display their competences by developing the local economies as a 
function of fiscal decentralization, the less fierce the competition between officials across 
administrative units will be, because competence now matters less in the overall equation (it is harder 
to develop the local economies by local competences, if the local revenues are centrally planned). 
And for government autonomosity, the directionality of the effect is entirely dependent on the levels 
of competence among leaders, just as government autonomosity matters for the economic 
development effects of inter-official competition, since it matters less what bureaucrats are actually 
in place, the less influence they have on the political agenda. 
 Theoretically, these new hypotheses could be tested for by measuring degrees of (1) political 
meritocracy, (2) economic decentralization and (3) government autonomosity across countries and 
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regressing them on economic development changes to check for interacting variables (i.e. whether or 
not countries that possess a certain degree of two or three of the characteristics show effects more 
than double or triple of a country possessing just one characteristic). In practice, however, it is 
extremely hard, for instance, to measure degrees of meritocracy and to compare meritocratic systems, 
likely in different forms, across countries and therefore outside the practical limitations of this thesis. 
The discussion is though crucial for understanding to which degree other developing countries, 
especially democracies, can resemble the Chinese model.  
 

Lessons to be learned for other developing countries 
For developing countries with less democratic commitments, the lesson to be learned by China is 
straight-forward: Technocratize and centralize politics, decentralize the economy. However, 
democratic developing countries, by nature, enjoy less maneuvering space in terms of distancing the 
average man or woman from power, which as everything else in life has its pros and cons. Here, I am 
will zoom in on some of the cons and how to address them, given the democratic limits. 

There are other ways than strict authoritarian rule in which some of the flaws of democracy 
(in terms of selecting competent leaders) can be addressed. Our analysis of China's meritocratic 
system has, in comparison with the voting-based electoral system, pointed to several issues, such as: 
(rationally) ignorant voters, the influence of powerful (often wealthy) interest groups, negative 
campaigning etc.  

In general, the negative effects of democracy in terms of selecting competent leaders could be 
curbed by installing a president, next to for instance the regular prime minister, with executive powers 
to veto ‘bad policies’ (which is already the case in numerous democracies all over the world), but 
selected on the basis of merit instead of popular vote (In Bell's example, this president should be a 
‘Representative of Future Generations’, but since we are discussing shorter term development, he/she 
could be titled otherwise).171 Alternatively, democratic developing countries could also adopt a model 
similar to the American with the judiciary branch divided in two houses (in US: the House of 
Representatives and the Senate), but where one of the houses had members solely selected on the 
basis of merit.172 Ideally, the ‘meritocratic house’173 would possess as much power as possible, but in 
a democratic system the democratic house would probably be the ones to actually adopt policies, 
while the meritocratic house would sit with a kind of veto right. Politics is of course about priorities, 
and not always is promoting economic development the first priority of enacting a certain policy, so 
such veto rights could be limited to being used when a policy is, by experts, deemed especially 
harmful to economic development. 

Then there are the interest groups. Morally, it is hard to argue that influencing through 
donorship/sponsoring of candidates to political office doesn't share some characteristics with 
corruption. The influence is just more indirect. In most if not all democracies, it is illegal to set 
ultimate terms/requirements in exchange for sponsorship (of a politician), but if the politician didn't 
in some way listen to the sponsor, it is hard to believe that the sponsorship would continue – at least 
if conventional economics hold true in that firms seek to maximize their profits. There is of course 
the possibility that firms simply seek and promote candidates with (already established) opinions that 
would further their interests, so that the candidate didn't need to alter his/her political program, but 
that would still prevent the candidate from revising & improving his/her policies – such as a scientist 
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would do – if the person is presented with empirical evidence showing that there perhaps are new and 
better ways of doing things, or even that the person was wrong in his/her assumptions in the first 
place. Specifically, in South Korea, an anticorruption law from 2001 ”forbids public officials and 
business persons from playing golf together.”174 This is an extreme example of what can be done in 
democracies – most Western-style democracies would probably see this as overly restrictive of 
personal freedom – but business groups influence can be limited through other measures such as 
increasing transparency, setting an upper cap for allowed amounts/value of contributions etc. 

Also, contrary to popular sentiments in many democratic countries, an actual increase in 
salaries of politicians would arguably reduce their incentives to engage with corrupt practices.175 This 
would also somehow resemble meritocracy, as it would attract more competent candidates to run for 
political office. After all, if highly competent technocrats are economically rational, why would they 
run for office if they can get a salary ten, twenty or fifty times as high in a management position for 
a large corporation? And that is the irony about fighting corruption: The harder anti-corrupt practices 
get, in theory, the more it will scare off competent candidates, since salaries are so low (compared 
with the private sector) in most democratic countries. Bell mentions Singapore, China's often cited 
main source of inspiration for its meritocratic system, as an example: As its ”economy [has] improved 
over the years, the government [have] found it increasingly difficult to attract and retain its ministers 
and top public service officers,” why fewer and fewer experts seek career opportunities within the 
political administration, as financial compensation simply is better in the private sector. 
 
However, comparing the European enlightenment with Confucian culture, for instance, some 
civilizations might be more susceptible to certain measures and forms of government than others, 
whether democratic, authoritarian or something in-between, which I will now address in the following 
section: 
 

‘Authoritarian orientation’ and cultural contingencies? 
Especially the meritocratic official promotion system and the unchecked, autonomous government 
requires a certain degree of trust towards, or at the very minimum: acceptance of, authorities. Ideally 
(though probably not in reality), the meritocratic system is a fair one in that the competition is ‘open 
for all’. Promotion is based on performance and nothing else. However, the individual citizen doesn’t 
have a vote, and is the citizen not ‘competent’ enough to compete for political office, the citizen will 
have no chances of becoming the authority – and is then left with the two options of either fighing or 
respecting it. The European enlightenment taught Western civilization to be critical and ask questions 
towards the authorities: The authority is not right, just because the authority is in power (power is not 
‘right’, in essence). In the following section, I will discuss Chinese cultural attitudes towards authority 
and what this means to the generalizability of the Chinese case. 
 
In Acemoglu and Robinson's Why Nations Fail from 2012, the two authors argue explicitly against 
cultural contingency of economic development,176 instead emphasizing the institutional reforms that 
developmental regimes have underwent. I will here attempt to present a more nuanced view. In 
arguing against the cultural contingency of economic development, Acemoglu and Robinson, for 
instance, cares about falsifying the hypothesis (which against my following hypothesis could be 
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argued to be ‘fighting against a strawman’ – to be elaborated) that Africans share a poor work ethics, 
which in turn should disfavor economic development.177 They then go on to use the perhaps most 
illustrative example of all – South Korea, one of the most prosperous and most advanced nations on 
earth, vs. North Korea, one of the most backward nations on earth, emphasizing the institutional 
strides (in a neoclassical economical sense) made by South Korea: 
 

The South is one of the richest countries in the world, while the North grapples with 
periodic famine and abject poverty. While “culture” is very different between the South 
and the North today, it played no role in causing the diverging economic fortunes of these 
two half nations. The Korean peninsula has a long period of common history. Before the 
Korean War and the division at the 38th parallel, it had an unprecedented homogeneity in 
terms of language, ethnicity, and culture … To the north is a different regime, imposing 
different institutions, creating different incentives. Any difference in culture between 
south and north of the border ... is thus not a cause of the differences in prosperity but, 
rather, a consequence.178 

 
That their cultural differences today are rather a consequence than a cause of the differences in 
prosperity, I will not argue against. But I will remain critical towards their way categorically 
excluding the possibility of a potential relationship between culture and development. Acemoglu & 
Robinson solely consider direct effects, such as whether or not some people are more or less 
productive, innovative etc. as a cultural trait, such as work ethics, specific for certain groups. My 
argument, however, is a more complex one. First and foremost, remember than I am examining the 
efficiency/effectiveness of a political administration more than the actual productivity and/or 
innovativeness of people, so what I really am looking for is cultural traits specific for China that in 
some way could allow for a system where respect for authorities is essential in ensuring the 
combination of competent and effective government, given the combination of meritocratic/highly 
technocratized rule and centralized political power.  

Therefore, my argument sounds the following way: Confucian culture has throughout history 
fostered an inherent respect for authorities, permeating, most corners of Chinese society, that allows 
for (or raises the chances of people accepting) an unchecked/autonomous government (not necessarily 
‘authoritarian’ in the political sense, though the culture in theory would thrive better hereunder), 
which in turn enables effectiveness & efficiency that, coupled with the right institutional changes 
and/or developmentalist policies creates the appropriate foundations for development. But since I 
have already explained the relationship between the uncheked/autonomous government and 
economic development, I will in this part focus on how the unchecked/autonomous even could have 
come to be in the first place (because this would’ve been hard if not impossible in many Western 
countries, probably due to cultural differences), i.e. the relationship between Confucian respect for 
authorities and the political efficiency/effectiveness, which is caused by the unchecked/autonomous 
government, and which in turn leads, in combination with other factors, to economic development. 

And that is really the change from Acemoglu & Robinson's logic. Instead of examining how 
Confucian culture directly effects development outcomes, I look at culture as an indirect variable, 
triggering (or in this case: allowing for) an intermediate variable: government 
uncheckedness/autonomosity, which in turn effects developmental outcomes – under the right 
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conditions. With such caveats, for instance if the 'right conditions' mean institutional change, the 
argument can still be used on examples such as North & South Korea. North & South Korea have 
both had authoritarian governments with, to say the least, varying degrees of success with regards to 
economic development, and institutional change was arguably a prerequisite for growth in South 
Korea, but my argument is that these reforms would have been harder and more costly – if possible 
at all – without the appropriate cultural conditions allowing for a high centralization of power, which 
in turn ensured an effective and efficient implementation of the 'right' policies. 
 

179 
 
Confucian respect for authorities 
”Asia for Educators,” an East Asia area studies initiative at Colombia University, in consultation with 
Irene Bloom, a previous specialist in Chinese intellectual history, also at Colombia University, writes: 
 

A complementary philosophical strain in Chinese thought was Legalism, first applied in 
the short-lived dynasty of the first emperor, Qin Shi Huangdi (Ch'in Shih Huang-ti, 221-
207 B.C.). Proponents of Legalism stressed an administrative approach to efficient and 
pragmatic government; universal and codified law rather than morality (in contrast to the 
Confucian emphasis); and state power as an end in itself. As first applied, Legalism 
proved too harsh and disruptive, but for two millennia thereafter the Chinese state 
combined aspects of the Legalist structure with the Confucian spirit, recognizing the 
effectiveness of a centralized, bureaucratic rule which could oversee massive public 
works, state monopolies, standardized weights, measures, and even script, attempt 
intellectual control, and enforce social order by suppressing revolt.180 

 
It is a common misunderstanding that Confucian teachings should, unconditionally, give free play to 
any form of authoritarian rule. It is true that Confucianism preaches the promotion of social order & 
harmony through upholding of hierarchies within the 'five cardinal relationships, namely between (1) 
ruler and subject, (2) father to son, (3) husband to wife, (4) elder to younger brother and (5) friend to 
friend, but it is also, equally, true that these cardinal relationships come with a set of moral principles 
(for each part in a given relationship), also known as the 'ten righteousnesses' (that not only applies 

 
179 Inspired by Hollestein et al’s work on ‘intermediate variables’ (Hollestein et al. 2014), but with my own edits and 
variables added. 
180 Asia for Educators 2009. 
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to the submissed), which for ruler and subject means that the ruler has to be benevolent to the 
subjected in turn for loyalty from the subjected.181 It can always be discussed which comes first, but 
eventually, if the ruler is not benevolent, the loyalty of the subjected can't be guaranteed – in fact 
many Confucianist scholars, I don't dare to say all, would even support a revolutionary 'dethroning' 
of a bad ruler: ”Dr. Ernest Faber … (a renowned German China scholar, 1839-1899) has made the 
following statement: 'Confucius himself appears to have regarded with favor rebellious movements 
in the hope of bringing a sage to the throne. Mencius is certainly very outspoken in this respect. He 
justifies the dethroning and even the murder of a bad ruler. No wonder, then, that rebellions have 
occurred on a large scale, over fifty times in about 2,000 years, and local rebellions are almost yearly 
events. . . . Confucianism is to blame for it.”182 However, it is also a truism that Confucianism, either 
by coupling with legalism, as shown before, or by collective and deceptive misleading of the public 
by vicious governments, has been used by Chinese rulers throughout history to legitimize repression 
of political opposition and the like, and it is obviously the understanding and use of Confucianism in 
Chinese society that we're most interested in. 
 
The Chinese respect for authorities have been confirmed by various studies, both small-N qualitative 
and large-N quantitative studies, and don't, according to the evidence, seem to deteriorate as China 
has become more developed: 
 

In a qualitative study (Chuang, 1987) 14 Chinese adults with different backgrounds were 
interviewed for their experiences in interacting with various authorities (e.g., parents); it 
showed that most participants revealed fear of and/or obedience to authorities. 
Furthermore, in a case study, Cheng (1995) found that, in a private enterprise, the 
subordinates usually complied with the boss's opinions without raising their own ideas in 
meetings ... Similar patterns were found in quantitative studies with large sample sizes. 
Chien and Huang (2010) found that that ‘reverence for teachers’ and ‘obedience to 
teachers' instructions’ were regarded as role obligations for students from elementary 
school to college. Huang and Chu (2012) found ‘obedience to superiors’ and ‘filial piety’ 
to be highly valued; ‘respecting superiors’ was considered the most important value 
orientation. Also, Zhang et al. (2005) found ‘relational hierarchy’ to be an important value 
in contemporary Chinese societies.183 

 
The 'authoritarian orientation' 
Similar findings have been made in modern-day Taiwan, which again lowers the chance of this to be 
correlated with levels of development184 (since we can control for most other variables), where the 
propositions would be that primitive societies would be more prone to authority obedience. Western 
psychologists have long tried to explain what they call 'authoritarian orientation' (respect and 
obedience towards authority – not to confuse with strict, authoritarian rule, which modern-day Taiwan 
clearly illustrates, though authoritarianism certain has better living conditions in a society with a high 
degree of authoritarian orientation) by a 'methodological individualist' approach. 185  A common 
argument is the following: 

 
181 Fotaki & Jingjit 2011. 
182 Reid 1923, 188. 
183 Chien 2016. 
184 Ibid. 
185 Ibid. 
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”The formation of an authoritarian personality originate[s] from the experiences of interacting with 
authority figures (parents) since childhood … Brown indicated that if children were treated strictly 
by authority figures or parents, they would probably hold hostile and aggressive tendencies toward 
authority figures ... As a result, hostility and aggressiveness toward authority would be transformed 
into authoritarian personality syndromes.”186 Many of these theoretical propositions were developed 
for the aim of explaining anti-Semitism in the West,187 which I will not go into a larger discussion of. 
The problem, in the Chinese context, arises from the observation, made by Chien, that 
the ”authoritarian personality (theory) was developed under specific social, cultural and historical 
contexts, and was also closely related to the ideologies of Western political development,” which all 
more or less are alien to the Chinese context.188 Returning to the before-mentioned 'methodological 
individualist' approach, ”individuals are the unit of social scientific analysis,” probably as a result of 
the individual-oriented paradigm, which also permeates Western psychology189 (and there is nothing 
wrong with that, for it is probably more fit to explain Western psychological traits). China, however, 
is a more collectivist culture, and more attention, according to Chien, should be given to indigenous 
psychology (or as Chien calls it: ”one mind, many mentalities”) in order to develop a culture-inclusive 
theory in explaining the high degree of authoritarian orientation in Chinese society.190 By focusing 
on the collective 'mentality' in China (this is of course very simplified, as 1.350.000.000 people 
certainly don't share the same mentality, but remember that we are comparing with the 'individualist' 
oriented Western psychology), Chinese indigenous psychologists have through empirical research 
found, for instance, that ”'not disobeying' and 'respecting elders' were the core spirit of Chinese 
socialization,” and that ”[w]hen one (in the Chinese context) identifies with the demands of a 
subordinate role, one may take the actions of respecting and obeying the authority as an ideal person. 
As time goes by, these actions would be transformed into the habitus of authoritarian orientation.”191 
In an attempt to explain these findings, Chien proposes the following framework: 
 

192 
 
 
 
 

 
186 Ibid. 
187 Ibid. 
188 Ibid. 
189 Ibid. 
190 Ibid. 
191 Ibid. 
192 Ibid. 
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In the pre-authoritarian phase, the subjected is basically a pure, biological beings with feelings and 
emotions, but with no cultural prepositions, inclinations or presentiments.193 The subordinate is then 
subjected to authority in hierarchies, where the ”agents usually utilize punishment and reward to force 
individuals to accept these cultural values and norms.”194 ”However,” as Chien explains, ”ethics will 
not be genuinely accepted but will probably be alienated to ‘authority-dread’ and ‘authority-
dependence’ in the stage of alienation orientation.”195 Then, [a]s one starts to internalize hierarchy 
ethics and accept the role obligations, ‘authority-reverence’ and ‘authority-obedience’ emerge as new 
components in the stage of obligation orientation. People behave respectfully and obey authorities 
due to the fact that hierarchy ethics has been internalized as their core values in accordance with 
Confucian cultural ideals.196 The alienated might feel that the cost of fighting widely accepted social 
norms are extremely high, and it will eventually submit. It will be accustomed to norms that portrays 
the authority as an 'ideal person'. But, in line with Confucian teachings, this cultural deference is not 
entirely unconditional: ”Children are more likely to identify with their parents and model what parents 
do if children and parents have positive affection … If they do not have a positive relationship, social 
learning will probably not happen as expected.” 197  Finally, ”When people repeatedly make 
authoritarian-oriented actions, these actions will become habitus. In the stage of habitus orientation, 
people acquire a set of authoritarian-oriented habitus.”198 
 
When the 'authoritarian orientation' is collectivist rather than individual, obviously, it will create 
better habitat for authoritarianism to thrive, though the two are not necessarily each other equal, such 
as seen in Taiwan. Democracies are not exempted from authorities, which, theoretically, in 
collectively authoritarian oriented societies (such as Taiwan could be argued to be) would, for instance, 
be more likely to accept a democratically elected but otherwise unchecked government, boosting 
effectiveness, but still limiting efficiency, if democracy encompasses human rights etc., not to 
mention the chance of a new government with opposing idea being elected a few years after. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
193 Ibid. 
194 Ibid. 
195 Ibid. 
196 Ibid. 
197 Ibid. 
198 Ibid. 
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Conclusion 
Based on my analyses and discussions, I can then conclude that China's economic development 
success can, with certain limitations, be explained through the functioning of its political 
administration by highlighting certain dynamics and mechanisms that are decoupled from the 'state 
vs. market' debate (favors, initially, neither state interventionalism, nor liberalized markets) and is 
apolitical (independent from the discussion for or against the 'liberal human rights paradigm', as long 
as it is for sole political 'rightist' purposes, i.e. unrelated to economic (GDP) performances), namely 
(a) China's merit-based official promotion system, (b) China's decentralized fiscal system and (c) the 
unchecked, autonomous nature of the Chinese government. These dynamics and mechanisms are 
essential in understanding Chinese economic developmental success since 1978, because they, 
simultaneously, have (1) encouraged the selection of highly competent political leaders through 
competitive 'tournaments', (2) provided incentives for local governments to create competitive 
investment environments for local businesses in order to expand the tax revenue base and (3) ensured 
an efficient and effective adoption and implementation of the central government's desired policies 
with minimum influence from interest groups, political opposition or other branches of government. 
Though drawing a fine line between 'state vs. market' and 'authoritarian vs. democratic', I also 
recognize that this combination is relatively unique, if at all precedented, since most democracies 
either, due to several cognitive biases among voters, fail to (s)elect the most competent leaders, and 
they usually, relative to authoritarian states (unless they are captured by interest groups or the like), 
tend to be less efficient and effective in terms of adopting and implementing the policies desired by 
the government – a natural consequence of parliamentarism and the decentralization of political 
power. Authoritarian regimes, on the other hand, though this again is not necessarily a given, tend to 
suffer from poor leadership, due to the lack of control mechanisms combined with the common lack 
of competence encouraging mechanisms, and the economic (fiscal) power usually stay with the 
political power, centralized at the top, discouraging local officials to take initiatives towards 
developing the local economies. Certain issues, most prominently: corruption, despotism and 
nepotism, limit the positive reach of these effects, but nothing in my literature indicates that these 
should be correlated with meritocratic vs. democratic ways of promoting officials/politicians – rather 
than levels of economic development (ideally, meritocratic promotion systems are solely based on 
performances of individuals, and democratic ones on the distribution of votes towards the respective 
candidates, but empiric shows that corruption is omnipresent in terms of political/official 'promotion' 
systems). Authoritarianism might be more prone to corruption, but theoretically and ideally this 
should be controlled by the merit-based nature of official promotion in China. China has certainly not 
been the perfect case of meritocracy, especially not in its earliest years of development, but the point 
is that it was the least worst option at the time – relative to desperate, traumatized and uneducated 
farmers with little access to information (besides lacking presupposition to actually sort such 
information) in a wartorn and politically turmoiled environment having to decide the direction of the 
economy. Whether an alternative form of government is more fit for China today is entirely a different 
discussion. 
 By gathering these theories under the same study, I have thus been able to decipher their 
mutual complementarities, but also dependencies: The complementary nature of these effects seem 
obvious: Effective and efficient government adoption and implementation of the central government's 
desired policies are, at the very minimum, better if the leadership is competent – in terms of 
developing the 'right' policies in the first place. Moreover, these effects arguably also have inter-
dimensional, i.e. mutually strengthening, effects: the competition between officials is accelerated 
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when officials are more able to develop their local economies (by improving investment climates) as 
a function of ‘fiscal incentives’ given by economic decentralization policies – and vice versa. 
Contrarily, the two factors are also somewhat mutually dependent: If officials are not rewarded 
through competitive promotion, they have little to no incentives to actually promote their local 
economies (as a function of ‘fiscal incentives) in the first place. The directionality of the effect 
associated with government autonomosity is also highly dependent on the quality of government 
(leadership competence), and the positive economic effects of official promotion tournaments is also 
limited by the degree of government autonomisity, i.e. the independent power of top 
officials/politicians. 
 Implications for developing countries are complex, since certain Chinese measure might be 
more or less compatible with democratic systems. For authoritarian regimes, the recommendation is 
clear: adopt a merit-based approach to official promotion, decentralize economic power and 
centralized political power to combine local knowledge with efficient and effective implementation 
of the optimal policies, given by the competence encouraging mechanisms. Is the government 
captured by interest groups or the like, it should focus on limited the influence of these, the specific 
means to this end being dependent on the certain conditions relevant for the respective countries.  For 
democratic developing countries, economic decentralization, or competition between administrative 
units, is not immediately a theoretical problem, but so is meritocracy and political centralization. 
Instead of mimicking these 1:1, democratic developing countries could work towards curbing the 
negative effects of these, such as incompetent leadership and ineffective government, to the widest 
extent possible, within a democratic framework. For instance, they could introduce minimum 
competence requirements of any given form in order to 'weed out' the most negative effects of the 
cognitive biases among voters, or they could introduce a 'meritocratic' president or house/chamber 
which needed to be passed (like in the US system), but where the power of this/these could be limited 
to vetoing against policies 'especially harmful to economic development', given a certain definition 
up to the individual country. To curb the negative effects of ineffective government, democratic 
developing countries should focus on minimizing the influence of interest groups by increasing 
transparency and/or, for instance, lowering the bar of what is considered 'corruption'. Moreover, to 
curb the negative effects of negative government (inconsistent policy direction), these countries could 
implement longer terms between elections. 
 However, comparing the European enlightenment’s inherent skepticism towards authorities 
with the Chinese Confucians culture inherent respect for these, some countries might be more or less 
susceptible to especially meritocratic and politically centralized systems. Again, meritocracy and 
government autonomisity are not necessarily the same as being 'authoritarian': Research on 
'authoritarian orientation' and 'personality' in Taiwan shows that such personal dispositions are not 
exclusive to authoritarian regimes, but they will, at least in theory, thrive better under authoritarianism, 
or the effects will be stronger. Inspired by Hollestein's work on 'intermediate variables', Confucian 
culture can then be considered as such, 'allowing' for a system – not necessarily outright 'authoritarian' 
in the political sense, but – where politics is more technocratized, and the government is more 
unchecked and autonomous in nature. This limits the chances of replicability in Euro-American 
cultures, or the like, with inherent critical attitudes towards authorities.                         
 Lastly, being one of my parameters for identifying relevant theories under the methodology 
section, none of the theories have initially favored neither the 'state-centric' nor the 'pro-market' 
doctrine. However, having them discussed back and forth, we can draw some tentative conclusions, 
which could also deserve further research in the future. The merit-based official promotion system 
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seems indifferent towards the state vs. market debate, as it, at least ideally, automatically would 'weed 
out' the 'bad' and keep the 'good', assuming the performance parameters are appropriate. The 
autonomosity of government is, arguably, also indifferent, since both liberalization, privatization 
and/or state interventionalist policies all can be carried out in more or less efficient/effective manners 
– that is not the point of the analysis. However, for the fiscal decentralization, regression analysis 
shows that while 'fiscal incentives' had positive and significant effects on the growth of China's private 
sector, defined by employment numbers, the results were insiginificant for reforms within SOEs, 
defined by performance incentivizing mechanisms. If this is not due to methodological failure, such 
as choosing the right/wrong instruments for measuring the respective parameters, China's 
development success since 1978 can, besides from the functioning of its political administration, be 
attributed to liberalization and privatization reforms, as prescribed by the neoclassical doctrine, and 
cannot be attributed to the selective industrial policies, as prescribed by the developmentalist doctrine. 
Since the effects of government autonomisity (factor 'c') are dependent on the effects of the merit-
based offical promotion system (factor 'b'), which in turn are dependent on the effects of the fiscal 
decentralization system (factor 'c'), an attempt towards a consistent, all-encompassing theory falls 
apart if the state interventionalist doctrine stands alone, but can possibly be explained by the 
neoclassicist doctrine, since it accepts China's selective industrial policies as, roughly, within the 
country's evolving comparative advantages – and thereby, at the very max, little harmful to China's 
then-prospects of economic development. 
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